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Executive Summary

The Green River Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action Project site is a former uranium-ore

processing facility located approximately 1.5 miles southeast of the City of Green River in Grand
County, Utah. The site is just south of the ephemeral Browns Wash and approximately 0.5 mile
east of the Green River. Uranium ore was processed at the site from March 1958 through

January 1961, with the ore concentrate shipped to a uranium mill in Rifle. Colorado, for further

processing. Ground water in the uppermost aquifers (Browns Wash alluvium and the middle
sandstone unit of the Cretaceous Cedar Mountain Formation) beneath the Green River site has
been contaminated bv uranium processing activities. Constituents of potential concern (COPC)
include arsenic, manganese, nitrate, selenium, sodium, sulfate, and uranium. The abandoned
uranium mill tailings and all residual radioactive material were stabilized by the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) in a disposal cell onsite from November 1988 through September 1989. DOE

owns the disposal site and the State of Utah owns the rest of the former uranium processing site.

The conceptual site model for the Green River site presented in this final Site Obser\vational

Work Plan (SONW'P) is based on existing information and results of additional characterizationi
information collected during 2002. Additional investigation included drilling and monitor vell
installation in the Browns Wash alluvium and the Cedar Motintain Fonnation to better

understand the hydrogeologic system and the extent and magnitude of site-related ground water
contamination. Additional ground water and surface wvater sampling vas undertaken after
installation of the nev monitor wells Aquifer pumping tests were performed in select monitor
wvells to estimate hydraulic parameters of the aqulfers. Assessment of ecological data and
identification of downgradient property owners was also completed. An update of the earlier
Baseline Risk Assessment is also included in the final SOWP.

DOE's goal is to implement a cost-effective ground water compliance strategy at the Green

River processing site that is protective of human health and the environment and returns

contaminated ground water to its maximum beneficial use. Based on evaluation of existing site
information, and following the decision framework in the Programmnatic Environmental Impact

Statement, the proposed compliance strategy is no ground water remediationi and application of
alternate concentration limits for COPCs that exceed maxlllulll concentration hits or other
applicable benchmarks in ground water in the Cedar Mountain Formation and a supplemental
standard for COPCs in the Browns Vash alluvium. The compliance strategy will be
implemented in conjunction with monitoring to observe the effectixeness of the strategy and
institutional controls, if necessary, to provide adequate control of nearby land use and grouLnd
water withdrawals. This compliance strategy will also be applicable to Subpart A of 40 CFR 192

for the disposal site. This approach wvill be protective of humllan health and the environment.

DOL(irand Junction OtfiLe I inal Ste )bserational \Vork Plan-GreLn Ruver Utah
September 2002 Page ix
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose and Scope

The Green River Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Project site is a former
uranium-ore processing facility located approximately 1.5 miles southeast of the City of Green
River in Grand County, Utah (Plate I and Figure 1-1). The site is just south of the ephemeral
Browns Wash and approximately 0.5 mile east of the Green River. Uranium ore was processed at
the site from March 1958 through January 1961, with the ore concentrate shipped to a uranium
mill in Rifle, Colorado, for further processing. Ground water in the uppermost aquifers beneath
the Green River site has been contaminated by uranium processing activities, with constituents of
potential concern (COPC) identified as arsenic, manganese, nitrate, selenium, sulfate, and
uranium. The abandoned uranium mill tailings and all residual radioactive material (RRM) were
stabilized by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in a disposal cell on site from November
1988 through September 1989. DOE owns the disposal site and the State of Utah owns the rest of
the former uranium processing site.

DOE's goal is to implement a cost-effective ground water compliance strategy at the Green
River processing site that is protective of human health and the environment and returns
contaminated ground water to its maximum beneficial use. Based on evaluation of existing site
information, and following the decision framework in the Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS) (DOE 1996), the proposed compliance strategy is no ground water remediation
and application of alternate concentration limits (ACL) for COPCs that exceed maximum
concentration limits (MCL) or other applicable benchmarks in ground water in the Cedar
Mountain Formation and a supplemental standard for constituents in the Browns Wash alluvium.
The compliance strategy will be implemented in conjunction with monitoring to observe the
effectiveness of the strategy and institutional controls (IC), if necessary, to provide adequate
control of nearby land use and ground water withdrawals. This compliance strategy will also be
applicable to Subpart A of 40 CFR 192 for the disposal site. This approach will be protective of
human health and the environment.

Investigations at the Green River site have been ongoing since the mid-1980s with results
reported in numerous documents, including the Remedial Action Plan (RAP) (DOE 1991),
Modification No. 2 to the RAP (DOE 1998a), and the Baseline Risk Assessment (BLRA)
(DOE 1995). The conceptual site model presented in this final Site Observational Work Plan
(SOWP) is based on existing information, as well as results from additional field investigations
performed during 2002.

Compliance requirements for meeting the regulatory standards at the Green River site are
presented in Section 2.0. Site background information, including physical setting, land and water
use, and an overview of the history of the former milling operations and surface remedial
activities is reviewed in Section 3.0. Results of the 2002 field investigations are summarized in
Section 4.0. Site-specific characterization of the physical system and contaminant configuration
are synthesized in the conceptual site model in Section 5.0. An update of the human health and
ecological risk assessments are included in Section 6.0. The process for selecting the proposed
ground water compliance strategy is presented in Section 7.0.

DOE/Grand Junction Office Final Site Observational Work Plan-Green River, Utah
September 2002 Page 1-1
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1.2 UMTRA Project Programmatic Documents

Programmatic documents that guide preparation of the SONNP include the U,.AITRA Groundi(f

JVater Maniagement Actioni Process (MAP) (DOE 2001 b), the Final Programmatic

Enwironmental Im7pact Statemenitfor the Urannwm Mill Tailings Remniedial Actioni Grolncf Iter

Project (PEIS) (DOE 1996), and the Tec/mical Approacch to Grounclwater Restoration (TAGR)

(DOE 1993b). The MAP states the mission and objectives of the UMTRA Ground Water Project

and provides a technical and management approach for conducting the project. The PEIS is the

programmatic decision-making framework for conducting the UMTRA Ground N'ater Project.

Stakeholder review and acceptance of the final PEIS is documented and supported by the Record

of Decision (ROD) in April 1997. DOE will follow PEIS guidelines to assess the potential

programmatic impacts of the Ground Water Project, to determine site-specific ground water

compliance strategies, and to prepare site-specific environmental impact analyses more

efficiently. Technical guidelines for conducting the ground water program are presented in the

TAGR.

1.3 Relationship to Site-Specific Documents

The surface RAP (DOE 1991) contains the initial site characterization information. Modification

No. 2 to the RAP (DOE 1998a) documents modifications made to the original RAP based on

revision of the proposed ground vater protection strategy and the ground water monitoring

program for the disposal site. This version of the SOWP summarizes existing inforlation and

the current understanding of the site. After a ground vater compliance strategy is selected for the

site in the final SOWP, a Ground Water Compliance Action Plan (GCAP) xvill be prepared to

document the decision. The GCAP X'ill be the regulatory concurrence document for compliance
with Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 192 for the Green River site and will provide details on

implementation of the compliance strategy

A BLRA (DOE 1995) was prepared that identified potential public health and environmental
risks at the site. Potential risks identified in the BLRA are considered and updated in this SOWP

to ensure that the proposed compliance strategy is protective of humani health and the

environment.

After the proposed compliance strategy is identified in the SOWP and described in the GCAP, a

site-specific National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document (e.g., an environmental
checklist or environmental assessment [EA]) will be prepared to deterinne the potential effects.

if any, of implementing the proposed compliance strategy.

The Long-Term Surveillance Plan (LTSP) (DOE 1998b) for the disposal cell xvill be modified
after U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) concuLrrence with the comprehensive site-

wide compliance strategy.

DOE,Grand Junction Olfice final Site Obserxational \ oik Plani -(reen Ri'%er. Utah
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2.0 Regulatory Framework

A ground water compliance strategy is proposed for the Green River site to achieve compliance

with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ground vater standards applicable to Title I

UMTRA Project sites. This section identifies the requirements of the Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA), the EPA ground water protection standards promulgated in

40 CFR Part 192, NEPA, and other regulations that are applicable to the UMTRA Project.

2.1 Federal Regulations

2.1.1 Uranium Mlill Tailings Radiation Control Act

The U.S. Congress passed UMTRCA (42 USC §7901 et seq.) in 1978 in response to public
concerns about the potential health hazards from long-term exposure to uranium mill tailings.
UMTRCA authorized DOE to control, stabilize, and dispose of mill tailings and other
contaminated materials at former uranium-ore processing sites.

UMTRCA has three titles that apply to uranium-ore processing sites. Title I designates
24 inactive processing sites to undergo remediation. Title I authorizes EPA to promulgate
standards and mandates remedial action in accordance with those standards. Thils Title also

directs remedial action to be selected and perfonned with the concurrence of the NRC in
consultation with states and Indian tribes, authorizes DOE to enter into cooperative agreements
with the affected states and Indian tribes, and directs NRC to license the disposal sites for long-

term care. Title II applies to active uranium mills, and Title III applies to specific uranium mills

in New Mexico. The UMTRA Project has responsibility for administering Title I of UMTRCA.

In 1988, Congress passed the Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action Amendments Act
(42 USC 7922 et seq.) authorizing DOE to extend without limitation the time needed to
complete ground water remediation at the processing sites.

2.1.2 EPA Ground WN'ater Protection Standards

UMTRCA requires EPA to promulgate standards for protecting public health and the
environment from hazardous constituents associated with uraniLum1 ore processing and the
resulting RRM. On January 5, 1983, EPA published standards In 40 CFR Part 192 for the

cleanup and disposal of RRM. The standards for ground water compliance vere revised. and a
final rule was published on January 11, 1995 (60 FR 2854), and codified in 40 CFR Part 192.

The standards in 40 CFR 192.02(c)( 1) require that the Secretary of Energy determine which of
the constituents listed in Appendix I to Part 192 are present in or reasonably derived from RRM.

Those standards also require the Secretary to determine the areal extent of ground water
contamination by listed constituent. COPCs at the Green River processing site are identified in

this document.

The standards for cleanup address two ground water contamination scenarios. The first scenario
addresses ground water contaminated as a result of RRM associated with disposal cells and is
regulated by Subparts A and C of 40 CFR 192. Protection of grouLnd water at the disposal sites is

monitored as part of the Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance Program Tle second
scenario addresses ground water contaminated as a result of RRM in the uippermost aquifer at the

DOE/Grand Junction Office 1-inJI Site Obserxattonal 'ork Plan-Green Iti%er. Utah

September 2002 Page 2 -I
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former processing site. The UMTRA Ground Water Project addresses this ground water
contamination and is regulated by Subparts B and C of 40 CFR Part 192. Although the second
scenario is the focus of this document, the first scenario wvill also be considered when
determining the compliance strategy for the Green River site since the disposal cell is located
onsite. The ultimate goal will be a comprehensive site-wide compliance strategy to address both
Subparts A and B of 40 CFR 192.

Sutbpart B: Clean up Standards

The regulations allow the option of complying with four general standards. Three are numerical
standards and are set forth in 40 CFR 192.02(c)(3) as follows:

Background level-Concentrations of constituents in the uppermost aquifer in an area that was
not affected by ore-processing activities.

Maximiun Concentration Limit (MCL)-EPA defined maximum concentrations for certain
hazardous constituents in ground water and are specific to the UMTRA Project. The MCLs for
inorganic constituents that apply to UMTRA Project sites are glven in Table I to Subpart A of
40 CFR Part 192.

Alternate Concentration Limit (ACL)-An ACL may be applied to a lazardous constituent if it
does not pose a substantial present or future risk to human lealth or the environment, as long as
the limit is not exceeded. An ACL may be applied after considering options to aclieN e
background levels and MCLs.

Subpart B of the EPA standards may also be met through natural flushing within an extended
period not to exceed 100 years if (1) the concentration limits are projected to be satisfied at the
end of this extended period, (2) ICs are in place which will effectively protect human health and
the environment and satisfy beneficial uses of ground water during the extended period, and
(3) the ground water is not currently and is not now projected to become a source for a public
water system subject to provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act during tle extended period
(40 CFR 192.12(c)(2)).

Sutbpart C: Implenienitationi

Subpart C provides guidance for implementing inethods and procedures to reasonably ensure that
standards of Subpart B are met. Subpart C requires that the standards are met on a site-specific
basis using information gathered during characterization and monitoring. The plan for
implementation must be stated in a site-specific GCAP and must contain a contliued monitoring
program, if necessary.

Supplemental Standards-DOE may, with NRC concurrence, apply a fourth option to
contaminated ground water. Supplemental standards may be applied if any one of tle following
criteria is met as set forth in 40 CFR 192.21:

(a) Remedial actions required to satisfv Subpart A or B would pose a clear and present risk
of injury to workers or to members of the public.

Final Site Observational Work Plan-Green River. Utah DOE (rand Junction ltilce
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(b) Remedial actions to satisfy the cleanup standards for land and g'round water vould

directly produce health and environmental harm that is clearly excessive compared to the
health and environmental benefits, nowv or in the future.

(c) The estimated cost of remedial action is unreasonably high relative to the long-term
benefits, and the RRM do not pose a clear present or future hazard.

(d) The cost of a remedial action for cleanup of a building is clearly unreasonably high
relative to the benefits.

(e) There is no knownvn remedial action.

(f) The restoration of ground vater quality is teclhnically impracticable from an engineering
perspective.

(g) The ground wvater is considered of limited use and meets te criteria of
40 CFR 192.1 1 (e).

(h) Radionuclides other than radium-226 and its decay products are present in sufficient
quantity and concentration to constitute a significant hazard from RRM.

If supplemental standards are applied. DOE shall inform any private owners and occupanits of the
affected location and solicit their comments (40 CFR 192.22(c)).

2.1.3 Cooperative Agreements

UMTRCA requLires that compliance vith ground water standards be accomplisled xvith the full
participation of the states and Indian tribes on whose lands uraniun mill tailings are located.
DOE has a cooperative agreemenit with the State of Utah that covers ground vater activities at
the Green River site.

2.1.4 National Environmental Policv Act

UMTRCA is a major federal action that is subject to the requiremiienits of NEPA (42 USC 4321 et

.seq.). DOE NEPA regulations are codified in 10 CFR Part 1021, '"National Environmental Policv
Act Implementing Procedures " Pursuant to NEPA, DOE finalized a PEIS (DOE 1996) for the
UMTRA Ground Water Project to analyze potential effects of imiplemiieltilng the alternati% es for
ground vater compliance at the UMTRA Project processing sites A ROD Was publisled in
April 1997 in which DOE's preferred alternatix e sxas selected based oni the iformiiationi available
at the time. This ROD gave DOE the option of implementing one or a comiibination of the
following compliance strategies:

* No ground vater remediation
* Passive remediation-natural flushing
* Active groulnd water remediation

A Green River site-specific EA (or appropriate docunenitation) will be prepared to recommlend
the preferred remediation alternative and to address all environmental issues associated with the
selected alternative.

DOEiGrand JLinction OIhLc
September 2002
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2.1.5 Other Federal Regulations

In addition to UMTRCA, EPA ground water standards, and NEPA requirements, DOE must
comply with other federal regulations and executive orders that may be relevant to the UMTRA
Project sites.

2.2 DOE Orders

Several environmental, health and safety, and administrative DOE orders apply to the work
being conducted under the UNITRA Ground Water Project DOE orders prescribe the manner in
which DOE will comply with federal and state laws, regulations. and guidance, and will conduct
operations that are not prescribed by law. DOE guidance for complying with federal, state, and
tribal environmental regulations is provided in the DOE Order 5400.1 series, which is partially
superseded by DOE Order 23 1.1. DOE Order 5400.5 requires public protection from radiation
hazards. DOE guidance for NEPA compliance is provided in DOE Order 45 1.1, and specific
guidance pertaining to EAs is provided in Recomnenlations for tihe Prepa-atiolt of
Enivir-onmltenittl Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements (DOE 1 993 a).

2.3 State Regulations

DOE must comply with state regulations where federal autlority has been delegated to the state.
These include compliance with Utah permits required for monitor wells (drlling, completing,
and decommissioning), water discharge, and waste management.

Final Site Obser%ional Work Plan-Green Ri%er. Utah
Page 2-4
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3.0 Site Description

3.1 Physical Setting

The Green River site is approximately 1.5 miles southeast of the City of Green River, in Grand
County, Utah, in Sections 15 and 22, T21S, R16E, Salt Lake Meridian (Plate I and Figure 1-1).

The site is immediately south of the ephemeral Browns Wash and approximately 0.5 mile east of

the Green River, with elevations ranging from 4,075 to 4,140 feet (ft). The site is bounded on the

north by the Burlington Northern Santa Fe railroad, U.S. Army property, and private property; on

the south by U.S. Army property; and on the east and west by Umetco Minerals property
(Figure 3-1). The U.S. Army property is part of the Utah Launch Complex of the White Sands
Missile Range. There is additional private property west of the Umetco property on Browns
Wash alluvium downgradient from the processing site.

The nearest perennial surface water is the Green River approximately 0.5 mile west of the Green

River site. The site region is drained by the Green River, a major tributary to the Colorado River.

Surface water samples have been collected from the Green River upstream and downstream

(0801 and 0802) from the discharge point of Browns Wash over time and there is no indication

of any site-related impact to water quality (Plate 1). The ephemeral Browns Wash is normally
dry and flows only during precipitation events in the area. Occasionally there have been pools of
stagnant water along Browns Wash that have been sampled in the past (Section 6.2.2 and
DOE 1995). In recent years, there has been no water available in Browns Wash during the
scheduled sampling events. Earlier reports of seeps into Browns Wash were probably related to
pre-remediation time when the tailings were still present on the floodplain, or when the ground

water levels were higher during wetter years. Surface water has been sampled in Browns Wash
as far upstream as water occurs (0847), which represents backwater from the Green River, and at

the confluence of Browns Wash and the Green River (0846) (Plate 1). There is no indication of

impact on surface water from site-related contamination. Surface water data are provided in
Appendix E.

Aerial photographs were taken of the Green River site and surrounding area in March 2001
(Plate I and Figure 1-1). The existing monitor wells, surface water sampling points, and cultural
features have been superimposed on the photographic base map of the site (Plate 1).

3.2 Land and Water Use

The City of Green River is a community of approximately 1,000 residents on the border of
Emery and Grand Counties, Utah. The economy of the area is mainly dependent on agriculture
and tourism. The former uranium-ore processing site is currently owned by the State of Utah,
and the disposal cell area is owned by DOE (Plate 1 and Figure 3-1). There is no current use of

the former processing site area. Several of the mill buildings were cleaned up and remain on the

site. These buildings are currently abandoned and in a state of disrepair. There is also an
abandoned water tower on the site just northwest of the disposal cell. Future land use plans for
the site area will be discussed with state and local governments and the community.

Ground water is not a current or potential source of drinking water in the area of the Green River

site because of the generally poor water quality in the region and the availability of good quality

DOE/Grand Junction Office Final Site Observational Vork Plan-Green River, Utah
September 2002 Page 3-1
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water from the Green River municipal water supply system or the Green River (DOE 1995). The
source of water for the municipal supply system is the Green River. The new water intake station
and treatment plant are on the east side of the Green River approximately 0.75 mile upstream
from the confluence with Browns Wash. Residents of the City of Green River are connected to
the municipal water system. One residence west of the site is reportedly not connected to the
system, but the owner hauls water for domestic purposes from the city water supply system and
stores it in a water tank. The nearest domestic wells in the area are north of U.S. Highway 6 and
50, and south of Interstate Highway 70, and are used for irrigation (DOE 1995). There are no
known current uses of surface water or ground water along Browns Wash in the vicinity of the
site.

3.3 Uranium Processing Activities

The uranium mill at the Green River site was constructed in 1957 and operated from March 1958
through January 1961 by Union Carbide Corporation. Later, Union Carbide leased the site to a
company under contract with the U.S. Department of Defense, which used the mill buildings for
missile testing and assembly. Union Carbide owned the uranium millsite until the state of Utah
acquired ownership in 1988. The plant was operated for upgrading uranium ore from the Temple
Mountain mining district area approximately 40 road miles southwest of the site. During its
3 years of operation, the mill processed 183,000 tons of ore with an average grade of
0.29 percent uranium oxide (FBDU 1981). The upgraded ore concentrate was shipped by rail to
Rifle, Colorado, for further processing. The former Green River plant generated an estimated
137,000 tons of tailings, which covered approximately 9 acres to an average depth of 7 ft.

Feed to the Green River upgrader plant contained 0.29 percent uranium oxide in a sandstone
loosely cemented with clay and asphaltic material and with part of the uranium intimately
associated with carbonaceous material (Merritt 1971). The carbonaceous material was recovered
separately by screening and flotation of the ground feed slurry, and this concentrate was
stockpiled for subsequent treatment. The flotation tailings were separated into sand and slime
fractions, and the sands were leached at a pH of 0.5 for about 4 hours. The leached slurry was
washed in a 6-stage classifier circuit, and the spent sands were discarded. The recovered slimes
and pregnant solution were mixed with a portion of the initial slime fraction of the ore in an acid-
kill tank, where most of the free acid was neutralized to a final pH between 5 and 6. Final
neutralization with ammonia then precipitated uranium and associated metals in the slurry. This
mixed product plus the remainder of the primary slimes were dewatered and dried for shipment
to the Rifle plant. Uranium recovery at the Green River plant ranged from 90 to 95 percent.

3.4 Surface Remediation

The processing site was remediated from November 1988 through September 1989, and all mill
tailings and RRM were stabilized in a partially below-grade disposal cell in the area just
southeast of the former mill buildings (Plate 1). Pre-construction conditions at the site in 1982
are shown in Figure 3-2 and compared with current conditions. The disposal cell base is
approximately 35 ft below grade, and contaminated materials were emplaced in the cell to
approximately 40 ft above grade. The disposal cell covers approximately 6 acres. The area of the
former tailings pile and all areas disturbed at the site during the remedial action were backfilled,
graded to promote surface drainage, and revegetated.

DOE/Grand Junction Office
September 2002
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In order to demonstrate that the disposal cell is performing as designed under Subpart A of
40 CFR 192, ground wvater is collected from fourpoint of compliance (POC) wells (0171. 0172,
0173, and 0813) downgradient from the disposal cell (DOE 1998a and 1998b). Ground wvater
samples are analyzed for nitrate, sulfate, and uranium and the objective is to meet the proposed
concentration limits established in Modification No 2 to the RAP (DOE 1998a). Based on a
review of monitoring results in 2001, the recommendation (concurred wvith by Utah Division of
Radiation Control [UT-DRC 2001]) wvas to continue quarterly monitoring of the POC wvells
along with collecting ground water levels and precipitation data, until such time as the ground
water cleanup (Subpart B of 40 CFR 192) investigation is complete and the comprehensive site
wide compliance strategy and monitoring program for both Subparts A and B are revised and
approved (DOE 2001a).

DOEiGrand Junction Otlice
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4.0 Summary of 2002 Field Investigations

The scope of activities performed in the field during 2002. based on Section 7.0 of the draft

SOWP, are summarized in this section. Results of the investigations are incorporated into the

updated conceptual site model presented in detail in Section 5.0. Monitor well locations are
shown on Plate I and figures in Section 5.0.

4.1 Monitor Well Installation

Twelve new monitor wells were installed at the Green River site during June 2002. including
five in the Cedar Mountain Formation bedrock and seven in the Browns Wash alluvium. Drilling
was performed using the Rotasonic method, which provided excellent recovery of lithologic
samples. All wells were installed using 4-inch ID PVC casing with factory-slotted PVC screens.
This was done to facilitate aquifer pumping tests that were performed in several of the new
monitor wells. Of the 14 monitor Nvells projected in the draft SOWP, two alluvial wells were not
completed. Monitor well 0187, drilled just south of Browns Wash northeast of the site,
encountered Mancos Shale bedrock at approximately 7 ft, was completely dry, and thus wvas not
completed as a monitor well. Monitor well 0192, northwest of the site and southeast of Browns
Wash was not drilled because of lack of reasonable access. Non-completion of these locations
will not impact the data collection efforts of this investigation because other monitor wells are
located nearby that will provide adequate information for the evaluation of the site. Monitor well

lithologic and completion logs for the new wells, along with all existing wells, are provided in

Appendix B (on CD-ROM). Geophysical logging of the new monitor wells was considered, but
deemed unnecessary because of the excellent sample recovery afforded by the Rotasonic drillin g
method. Lithologic samples were logged in the field and representative samples from selected
bedrock wells were collected and archived.

Monitor well 0181 was installed as an offset to monitor well 0172, from which anomalous results
have been observed (DOE 2002). The new well is approximately 20 ft northeast of monitor
xell 0172 and screened at approximately the same depth as the original well Monitor well 0172
will continue to be monitored as part of the POC monitoring network described in the LTSP
(DOE 1998b) until the site-wide compliance strategy is proposed and concurred wvith by NRC
(NRC 2002), and the LTSP is modified accordingly.

4.2 Hydrogeologic Investigation

Additional field reconnaissance, drilling, and monitor Nvell installation were completed durin g
2002 in the Browns Wash alluvium and the Cedar Mountaini Formation to better ulderstand the
hydrogeologic system, the ground water flow regime and hydraulic interconnections, and the
extent and magnitude of site-related contamination in the aquifers beneath the site

The hydrostratigraphic sequence and definition of uppermost aquifers in the vicinity of the site
were also assessed and revised to reflect more recent interpretations. These interpretations were
based on lithologic sampling while drilling, field reconnaissance of outcrops in the vicinity of the
site, and review of recent literature studies of the area. This allowed for better correlation
bet%veen surface and subsurface information. The two distinct lithologic subsets in the vicinity of
the Green River site are the Browns Wlash alluvium and the Cedar Mountain Formation bedrock.

The Browns Wash alluvium is not of primary significance because of the limited saturated

DOEGrand JLnction Oftfice Final Site Obser%ational Work Plan-Green Ri'er. UtaIl
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thickness and lateral extent. The Cedar Mountain Formation in discussions in earlier documents
consisted of the unnamed upper member and lower Buckhorn Ntember. The lower member was
fairly distinct and correlateable and contained ground water in a confined aquifer. The unnamed
member contained several interfingering sandstone units that may or may not be correlateable
ox er any distance. The previous terminology of coarse-grained" versus fine-grained' referred
basically to either finding a sandstone unit or not, but completing a well at a relative perceived
depth where a sandstone was expected to be. Tlus, the hydrostratigraphy will be redefiled based
on the recent investigations to present a more realistic picture of xN hat is there and relate to the
variability of Cretaceous sedimentary colditions and facies.

Fracture/joint measurements were taken in the field at 36 locations around the Green River site.
Data are shown in a figure in Section 5.1.

Aquifer pumping tests and slug tests were completed at the Green River site to collect the
hydrogeologic data necessary to characterize the Browns Wasl alluvial aquifer and the middle
sandstone unit of the Cedar Mountain Fomlation. These data were collected to pros ide a range of
the transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity for both the alluvial and middle sandstone aqulfers.
and the specific storage for only the milddle sandstone aquLifer. Tests were performed on
well 0191 in the alluvium because it contained an adequate saturated thickness of approximately
2 ft The middle sandstone unit of the Cedar Mounitaini Fonnation w%as tested bv pumping newly
installed well 0181 and observing water level response in adjacent wells 0171, 0172. 0173. 0174,
and 0813. This test was run for 52 hours at a discharge rate of approximately I gallon per millute
(gpm). All water level responses were measured tising pressure transducers and maniually xvith an
electronic sounder. Water generated from each test was discharged a minlilulll of 100 ft fromii the
pumping well and observation wells.

Geophysical methods of investigation were not warranted because of the potential complexity of
the subsurface environment, difficulty in sigificanitlv defining properties of the bed-ock. and the
relative insignificance of these data in light of the overall conceptual model of the site and the
fact that the proposed compliance strategy is application of ACLs Additional detailed
information would not significantly enhanice the understanding of the site or ftirther protect
human health and the environment.

4.3 Water Quality Sampling

Ground water from all monitor wells at the Green River site was sampled during Julv 2002. and
surface water was sampled from four locations. Analytical results for this samplilg roulid. along
with all historic data, are provided in Appendices D and E. Results of groulid water and surface
water quality data are discussed in Section 5.3 of this documlelt.

4.4 Ecological Survev

Sediment sampling was not conducted at the Green River site for reasons discussed in
Section 6.2.
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4.5 Property Owners

Property ownership in the vicinity of the Green River site was determined from courthouse
records for Grand County In summary, DOE owns the disposal cell; the State of Utah oxwns the
area covered by the former processing site; Umetco Minerals borders the site on te east and
vest sides; the U.S. Army Missile Range borders portions of the north and south ends of the site:

and a parcel of private property borders the northeast part of the site (Figure 3-1). The only
residents in the vicinity are on a parcel of land immediately adjacent to the Green River
approximately 1,600 ft west of the processing site boundary.
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5.0 Conceptual Site Model

The conceptual site model for the Green River site is based on existing information in the
numerous documents referenced in this SOWP, as wvell as results of the 2002 field investigation.
It is presented here to establish the current level of understanding of site conditions relative to the
extent and magnitude of site-related contamination of environmental media and pathways to
potential receptors. Monitor wells and surface water sampling locations used in this assessment
are shown on Plate I and Figure 5-1.

5.1 Hydrogeology

5.1.1 Geologic Setting

The Green River site is in the northern part of the Canyonlands section of the Colorado Plateau
physiographic province. The Canyonlands section is characterized by large structural upwarps
and intervening basins formed mostly in Upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic sandstones and shales.
The site lies within the boundaries of the Paradox Basin in the relatively stable interior portion of
the Colorado Plateau. The Paradox Basin is characterized by complex systems of northwest-
trending normal faults and landslide and slump features. Salt anticlines with collapsed center
cores extend to within 12 miles of the site. The collapse features have been active during
Quaternary time and may be active today. However, since they result from the very gradual
process of salt solution and flowage, they are probably not capable of generating large
earthquakes. No intrusive or volcanic rocks crop out within a 40-mile radius of the site.

Bedrock units in the vicinity of the Green River site, from youngest to oldest, include the Tununk
Member of the Cretaceous Mancos Shale, the Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone, the Cretaceous
Cedar Mountain Formation, and the Brushy Basin Member of the Jurassic Morrison Formation
(Figure 5-2 through Figure 5-5). These units consist principally of conglomerate, sandstone,
siltstone, mudstone, shale, and limestone. Unconsolidated Quaternary deposits in the area consist
of thin, discontinuous covers of alluvial deposits, pediment and terrace gravels, eolian deposits,
and colluvium.

The Green River site lies just east of the north-plunging axis of the Green River anticline
(Figure 5-2). The bedrock is influenced by some local folding and generally dips in a
northeasterly direction, with dips of less than five degrees. No faults with significant
displacement are known in the immediate area of the disposal site. Jointing is common in the
more resistant units. Fractures and joints in the vicinity of the Green River site were measured in
the field at various locations. The pattern is relatively consistent with the predominant direction
being N30°W and the secondary trend being N60°W (Figure 5-6). Fractures at the surface
locations appear to be relatively tight and probably do not allow significant infiltration of water
into the ground. Fracturing was noted in the samples logged during the 2002 drilling and some
may have significance in ground water flow patterns. Lithologic logs from earlier holes drilled
near the disposal cell indicate some fracturing as well. The potential impact of fractures on
ground water flow in the bedrock has been assessed during the aquifer pumping test in well 0181
and is discussed in Section 5.1.2.2 and Appendix F. Fracturing may be more pronounced
adjacent to the disposal cell because of construction activities necessary to excavate to
approximately 35 ft below grade. This may account for the elevated concentrations of COPCs in
the monitor wells adjacent to the disposal cell.
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5.1.2 Hydrogeologic System

Historically, three distinct hydrostratigraphic units were defined in the vicinity of the Green
River site witlini 200 ft of the ground surface (DOE 1998a). These were (I) the Quaternary
alluvial deposits along Browns Wash, (2) the coarse-grained and fine-grained units of the
unlnamed member of the Cretaceous Cedar Mountain Formation, and (3) the underlying
Buckhorn Member of the same formation. The Buckhorn Member is underlain by the Brushy
Basin Member of the Jurassic Morrison Formation. Other non-water-bearing units in the area
include the Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone, the Cretaceous Mancos Shale, and Quaternary terrace
deposits. The unnamed member contains several interfingering sandstone units that may or may
not be correlateable and connected over any distance. The previous terminology of "coarse-
grained" versus "fine-grained" referred basically to either finding a sandstone unit or not, but
completinig a well at a relative perceived depth where the sandstone was expected to be The
Buckhorn Member is fairly distinct and correlateable and contains ground water under confined
conditions.

The current interpretation of the hydrogeologic system in this document is based on previous
information, observations from 2002 field investigations, and assessment of recent literature
studies of the area. There are two distinct lithologic subsets, the Browns Wash alluvium and the
Cedar Mountain bedrock units (Figure 5-3). The Browns Wash alluvium is limited in lateral
extent and saturated thickness. Some contamination is present in what little water is available,
but there is insignificant potential impact because of the limited amount of ground water in the
alluvial aquifer. The hydrostratigraphy of the Cedar Mountain Formation will be redefined based
on recent investigations to present a more realistic picture of what is present in the vicinity of the
site. The four hydrostratigraphic units will include the upper unit, the middle sandstone unit
(equivalent to the coarse-grained unit), the lower unit, and the basal sandstone unit (equivalent to
the Buckhorni Member) (Figure 5-3). To facilitate discussions in the geochemistry and human
healtl risk sections, some units of the Cedar Mountain Formation are combined as follows:
(1) the "upper portion" includes the upper unit and the middle sandstone unit, (2) the "lower
portion" includes the lower unit and the stringer sandstones, and (3) the basal sandstone unit
remains intact

The approach to drilling during the 2002 field investigation was to complete monitor wells in the
first significant water-bearing unit in the Cedar Mountain Formation. In some areas this was the
middle sandstone unit, and in other areas the first significant water-bearing unit was the basal
sandstone unit. This approach will provide a better measure for regulatory purposes in defining a
significant vater-bearing unit.

Ground water occurs in the alluvial system under unconfined conditions and in the bedrock
aquifers under confined and semiconfined conditions. Permeability within the Cedar Mountain
Formationi is variable and is probably affected by both primary (rock matrix) and secondary
(fracture) porosity. Ground water in these units will be discussed separately in the following
sections The local ground water flow system will be related to the regional hydrology in an
effort to understand ground water conditions at the Green River site in Section 5.1.2.3.

5 1.2.1 Browns Wash Alluvium

The west-draining ephemeral Browns Wash is just north of the Green River site (Plate 1). The
Browns Wash alluvium consists of a mixture of silt, sand, gravel, and some small cobbles. These
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alluvial deposits are limited to an area that extends approximately 400 ft on either side of Browns
Wash and vary in thickness from 0 to 35 ft. Shallow ground water occurs in the Browns Wash
alluvium under unconfined conditions and is limited by the lateral extent of the alluvium. Depth
to ground water varies from 8 to 17 ft below land surface (bis). The current (July 2002) saturated
thickness of the Browns Wash alluvium is between 0 and 3 ft, with the maximum thickness near
Browns Wash. The ground water flow direction is to the southwest (toward the Green River)
with a gradient of approximately 0.008 foot per foot (ft/ft) (Figure 5-7). A hydrograph of ground
water elevations in the alluvial aquifer versus time is provided in Figure 5-8.

The Browns Wash alluvial system is recharged by infiltration of precipitation and surface water
flow from Browns Wash (when flowing). Apparently the alluvial system adjacent to the former
tailings pile received recharge during the milling operations and after tailings deposition over the
alluvium on the south side of Browns Wash. In the late 1980s and early 1990s several locations
along Browns Wash at the downgradient end of the site contained standing water on a regular
basis, even in the absence of a recent precipitation event (DOE 1995). However, these surface
water locations have been dry since 1996. This further supports the suggestion that the tailings
fluids provided a source of recharge to part of the alluvial system in the past. While there was no
evidence for a ground water mound beneath the tailings pile (DOE 1995), waste solutions were
included with the tailings for disposal (Merritt 1971).

Alluvial ground water discharge is predominantly through evapotranspiration, along with a
minor amount of ground water discharge to the Green River. Discharge to the bedrock appears to
be minimal because of the low permeability of the underlying competent bedrock and upward
hydraulic gradients.

During the 2002 field investigation, at which time the region was experiencing drought
conditions, alluvial monitor wells 0186, 0190, 0193, and 0707 were dry, while wells 0188, 0189,
and 0194 contained less than 1 ft of water. Based on well development data, wells 0188, 0189,
and 0194 have sustainable pumping rates less than 0.035 gpm (or 50 gallons per day). Monitor
well 0191 was able to sustain a discharge rate of approximately I gpm. It is possible that the
weathered Mancos Shale underlying the alluvium contributes some ground water to this well, as
the lower 2 ft of screen are in this unit. The sustainable pumping rate associated with this well is
almost two orders of magnitude higher compared with the other three wells completed in the
alluvium (that contained any water), suggesting that the flow rate for this well is not
representative of the entire alluvial aquifer. Although some saturation is present in a few areas,
there is generally not enough ground water present in the alluvial system overall to sustain any
significant yield to wells, thus the alluvial aquifer system is not considered a viable water
resource.

A single-well aquifer pumping test and slug tests were completed in monitor well 0191 just north
of Browns Wash (Figure 5-1 and Appendix F). The test was run for 3.5 hours with an average
pumping rate of 1.1 gpm. For the slug tests, the well was evacuated at a pumping rate of
approximately 5 gpm, which removed all water from the well in 30 seconds. This indicates that
even though a rate of 1.1 gpm was sustained over a period of 3.5 hours during the aquifer test,
there is not a significant amount of potentially sustainable water in the aquifer. Aquifer pumping
test and slug test data using monitor well 0191 indicate that the hydraulic conductivity ranged
from 22.4 to 43.4 feet per day (ft/day) (Appendix F). Assuming an effective porosity of 0.15 and
a horizontal gradient of 0.008, the seepage velocity for ground water flow in the alluvial aquifer
ranged from 1.2 to 2.3 ft/day. Again, this value may be impacted by the ground water contained
within the weathered Mancos Shale underlying the alluvium at this location.

DOE/Grand Junction Offlice Final Site Observational Work Plan-Green River, Utah
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As a result of the drought conditions during the 2002 field investigation, the degree of
interconnection between the alluvium and bedrock could not be evaluated. Alluvial wells
installed next to wells screened in the bedrock were either dry or did not provide a sustainable
flow rate sufficienit to conduct an aquifer test.

5.1 2.2 Cedar Mountain Formation

The Cedar Mountain Formation of Lower Cretaceous age is characterized by complex lateral
facies changes involving mterbedded claystone, shale, siltstone, sandstone, conglomerate, and
limestone lithologies. Various investigators have described this fornation and attempted to
differentiate it into discrete members or units (Stokes 1952, Craig 1981, and Aubrey 1998).
Generally, an upper thick unnamed member containing fine- to coarse-grained detritus,
commllonly withi calcareous nodules, and an underlying basal conglomerate, named the Buckhorn
Member, are recognized. More recently, biostratigraphers have attempted to differentiate the
Cedar Mountain Fonation based on new and important dinosaur fauna recovered from the area
(Kirkland and others 1999). They recognize four new members based on dinosaur assemblages
and lthologic data, in addition to the basal Buckhom Member. Based on recent interpretations,
the Buckhorn Member does not occur in the area of the former Green River millsite. The units of
the Cedar Miountain Formation represent a relatively long period of geologic time, which may
explain the complexity and difficulty in understanding and interpretation of the unit.

For this report, the Cedar Mountain Formation will be differentiated into four significant
hydrostratigraplic units: (I) upper unit, (2) middle sandstone unit, (3) lower unit, and (4) basal
sandstone unit (Figure 5-3).

Upper Unit

The upper unit consists of complexly interbedded, claystone, shale, siltstone, and minor
sandstone witl calcitic nodules interspersed in the finer grained sequences. It ranges in thlickness
from 40 to 70 ft and the top of the unit is approximately 15 to 20 ft bls adjacent to the disposal
cell This uit acts predominantly as an aquitard

A'itkile Sandvtone Unif

The middle sandstone unit consists of siltstone to coarse-grained sandstone witl milnor
conglomerates. It ranges in thickness from 15 to 40 ft, witl the top of the unit at approximately
80 ft bls adjacent to the disposal cell, and approximately 40 ft below the lowest part of the
disposal cell

Ground water occurs under confined to semi-confined conditions in the middle sandstone unit.
Based on monitor well information, the local ground water flow pattern in the middle sandstone
unit is irregular (see additional discussion in Section 5.1 2.3). There appears to be a relatively flat
potentiometric surface beneath the disposal cell, and based on data available, ground water could
be flowing to the southwest or in a northerly direction. Assuming good correlation of the middle
sandstonie unit from the disposal cell witl monitor well 0817 northeast of the site, the ground
water flow direction could be to the southwest at a gradient of approximately 0.002 (Figure 5-9).
Possibly a more reasonable interpretation would be for ground water to flow more to the north,
consistent wilth the regional dip of bedrock formations. Depth to ground water is approximately
60 ft bls, and has fluctuated over a range of approximately 5 ft since 1991 (Figure 5-10).

I inal Se ()hOcrat(onal Wok Plan- Green Rvcr Utal DO .Grand Junction Office
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Recharge is primarily in the form of precipitation where this unit crops out. Ground water
migration from the adjacent units above and below the middle sandstone unit is unlikely due to
the finer-grained nature of these deposits.

An aquifer test was conducted in newly installed monitor well 0181, just northwest of the
disposal cell, and water level response was monitored in wells 0171, 0172, 0173, and 0174
(Figure 5-1 and Appendix F). Water levels in wells 0175 and 0813 were measured to monitor
background fluctuations, which were primarily related to changes in barometric pressure. The
test was run for 52 hours with an average pumping rate of 1.0 gpm. Drawdowns in all wells
except the pumping well and well 0172 were less than 0.5 ft; these data were not analyzed since
the barometric fluctuation was approximately 0.2 ft. Field conditions and the plot of drawdown
data from well 0172 suggested the response to pumping from well 0181 was caused by dual
porosity phenomena (i.e., fracture flow along with matrix flow). As a result, data were analyzed
using a calculation method for a fractured, dual porosity medium. This observation was
consistent with results from previous tests conducted in the area in 1993. Based on results of this
calculation, the estimated hydraulic conductivity of the fractures was larger than that of the
matrix. The overall significance of fracture flow in the middle sandstone aquifer in the area
relative to that immediately adjacent to the disposal cell has not been determined. Recovery data
from the two wells were also used to estimate hydraulic conductivity. Results from all
calculation methods applied to this aquifer test indicate the hydraulic conductivity of the middle
sandstone unit ranges from 0.09 to 3.1 ft/day.

Lover Unit

The lower unit is similar to the upper unit and consists of interbedded claystone, shale, and
siltstone, with numerous calcitic nodules, but also contains several thin sandstone units. These
thin sandstones (termed "stringer sandstones") are from 2 to 6 ft thick and are observed in
outcrops south of the site. Monitor well 0177 is considered to have been completed in a stringer
sandstone. The lateral extent of these minor sandstones is unknown. Overall, the lower unit
averages about 70 ft thick (and can be as much as 100 ft thick) based on lithologic logs from
wells 0818, 0184, and 0185. It is estimated to be 100 to 120 ft bls adjacent to the disposal cell.

Basal Sandstone Unit

The basal sandstone unit was observed in outcrop south of the site, and was intersected (and
screened) in monitor wells 0184, 0185, 0582, 0586, 0587, 0588, and 0818. It consists of two
lithologies, a fine- to medium-grained sandstone that is 15 to 20 ft thick, underlain by a
prominent basal conglomerate 5 to 20 ft thick that contains cherty clasts up to 2.5 inches in
diameter. The top of the upper sandstone in the basal sandstone unit is estimated to be 160 ft bls
below the disposal cell. The conductive sandstone and conglomerate of the basal sandstone unit
is confined by shales and claystones of the overlying lower unit and by the underlying Brushy
Basin Member of the Morrison Formation. Ground water in this unit has not been affected by
site-related contaminants because of the hydrogeologic isolation and an upward vertical
hydraulic gradient. Ground water generally flows in a northeasterly direction in this unit at a
gradient of approximately 0.008 ft/ft (Figure 5-11). A hydrograph of ground water elevations in
the middle sandstone unit versus time is provided in Figure 5-12). Ground water in monitor well
0582 is under artesian pressure and flows at the surface. A pressure gauge installed on the well
casing indicated an actual ground water level elevation of approximately 95 ft above ground
level (4,075 ft).

DOE/Grand Junction Office
September 2002
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5. 1.2.3 Ground Water Flow System and the Uppermost Aquifers

Interpretation of the relationship between the local and regional ground water flow regimes is
based on investigations performed by DOE, literature review, and comments from the State of
Utah in 1996 (UT-DRC 1996). The uppemlost aquifers of regulatory concern are the Browns
Wash alluvium nortl and west of the site and the middle sandstone unit of the Cedar Mountain
Formationi beneath and downgradient from the site. The basal sandstone unit of the Cedar
Ioultain Formation is hlydrogeologically isolated and has not been contaminated by site-related

activities

Bov-own.s IVaAsI AllIuviumn

The Browns Wash alluvial aquifer is relatively straight forward and ground water is limited in
lateral extent. There is minimal saturated thickness and very little water available in the aquifer.
This will vary witl the amount of annual precipitation available for recharge, but the Browns
Wash alluvium would not be considered a viable water resource even during wet years. Based on
recent observations, the aquifer is relatively dry and is reasonably classified as limited use based
on low yield (see Section 5.1.2.1).

Cettar 1'olita in Form7}iation

The middle sandstone unit of the Cedar Mountain Formation is the uppermost bedrock aquifer
beneatl and downgradient from the site To better understand ground water flow in this unit, the
regional picture is considered briefly, based on information provided by the State of Utah
(UT-DRC 1996).

The Cedar Mountain Formation and the overlying Dakota Sandstone of early Cretaceous age
form the most permeable rock strata in the vicinity of the Green River site. From a regional
perspective, these formations are bounded above and below by very thick shale sequences. The
Dakota Sandstone is overlain by the Tununk Member of the Mancos Shale, a calcareous marine
shale (highly bentonitic) approximately 350 to 400 ft thick. This is overlain by the remainder of
the Mancos Shale, some 3,000 ft thlick (Hintze 1988). Underlying the basal sandstone unit of the
Cedar Mountain Formation is the Brushy Basin Member of the Jurassic Morrison Formation, an
extremely bentonitic shale approximately 240 to 420 ft thick (Hintze 1988). The permeable
lower Cretaceous units appear to be hydraulically bound between these thick, bentonitic, low
permeability shales near the Green River site.

Structurally, the lower Cretaceous strata near Green River are on the gently dipping soutlern
limb of the east-striking Uinta Basin, which is an asymmetric syncline. Geologic mapping of this
basin has shown that the Dakota Sandstone and the Cedar Mountain Formation are continuous
across both the nortl and south limbs of the syncline (Hintze 1980). The Uinta Mountains, the
principal source of ground water recharge for the Uinta Basin, bound the north part of the basin
(Schlottlauer et al. 1981). As a result of the structural configuration of the basin and the basal
and upper contact confinement by low permeability shales, it is not unreasonable to expect
artesian conditiols in these lower Cretaceous units. Although not known for significant yield in
the Uinta Basin, the Dakota Sandstone and the Cedar Mountain Formation are known to contain
ground water (Schlottlauer et al. 1981 )

1inzal Site ()heralional Work Plan-(reen Rixer, Utah
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The Green River has downcut southward through the Uinta Basin, forming many deep canyons.
The lower Cretaceous formations first crop out along the path of the Green River near Split

Mountain, some 100 miles upstream (north) from Green River. The next and only location the

Green River cuts into the Dakota Sandstone and the Cedar Mountain Formation over its flow

path is in the immediate vicinity of the Green River site. Because the Green River is known to be

the regional ground water sink, it is reasonable to expect that ground w ater confined in the lower

Cretaceous formations, likely under artesian conditions, would discharge to the river N here its
course intercepts subcrops of the Dakota Sandstone and Cedar Mountain Fornation.

Based on monitor well information (potentiometric surface maps and hydrographs). the local

ground water flow pattern in the middle sandstone unit is irregular. There appears to be a

relatively flat potentiometric surface beneath the disposal cell, and based on data available.

ground water could be flowing to the southwest or in a northerly direction. Assuming good

correlation of the middle sandstone unit from the disposal cell vth monitor well OS 17 northeast

of the site, the ground water flow direction could be to the southwest (Figure 5-9). Possibly a

more reasonable interpretation Xould be for ground water to flov more to the north, consistent
wvith the regional dip of bedrock formations. This anomaly may be explained by the possibility of
influence from the regional ground water flow system from the north, with the area beneath the

site being near the distal end of the confined artesian flov system Another supporting factor is

that even though ground water is under substantial confined pressure in the wells in Cedar
Mountain Formation sandstones in the vicinity of the site, where these units crop out in a canyon

just over 0.5 mile south of the site, the units are dry (no seeps are present). This substantiates that

recharge in these units is not updip to the SOthi, but ground water is possibly associated with the

distal end of the regional artesian system to the north. This could accouLnt for the variable ground
xvater levels and gradients in the area of the Green River site.

The significance of this interpretation is relevant to the compliance strategy at the site in that
ground water may be relatively stagnant beneath the site in the uppermnost bedrock aquifer. but
that the ultimate disclarge zone would be the Green River. At this location, any site-related
contamination woLild be diluted to the point of being protective of human health and the
environment. This would also preclude the potential for convenitional natural flusling to dilute

concentrations over time, as the system would be unpredictably stagnant for the near futLire. This

concept provides credence for the application of the proposed grould wvater complialce strategy
of ACLs for COPCs that is presented in Section 7.2.1. The concept that ground water may be

relatively stagnant in the area of the Green River site, and the presencc of a disposal cell that

may produce minor seepage of site-related contaminants over the long-terll disposal situation,
supports the need for a compliance strategy that accommodates these conditions. Along with
this, htiman health and the environment will be protected tinder this proposed strategy because

there is no use of ground water from the middle sandstone unit of the Cedar Mountaini Formation

and no evidence of seepage from this confined unit on the surface. Also, data show that site-

related contamination in ground water is not widespread or pervasive, but restricted to the area
closely adjacent to the disposal cell.

5.2 Contaminant Source and Release

Uranium was processed at the mill buildings (which still remain at the site), and tailingts were

deposited on the Browns 'ash alluvial plain between bedrock outcrops just north of the millsite

DOl:Grand Junttion OtlLe [-inal Site Obcr\attnal Work Plan -(rLen Rcr. Utah
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and south of Browns Wash (Figuire 3 -2). Uraniumi ore concentrate k~,as stored JuISt wvest anidsoutheast of te millsite prior to processing (DOE 1985).

Constituents related to uranium-ore processingi were introduced directly into alluvial sediments
and giround water adjacent to Browns Wash. and the contaminant plumlle migrated doniigradient
toward the Green River Concentrations of constituents have continued to decrease and migrate
downgradient over time, particularly since removal of the source ten from tile Bro ns Wash
alluvial plain.

Constituents were most likely introduced into grounid %ater In the bedrock aquifers bv
infiltration through transmissive or fractured units during and after miliing operations. during
disposal cell construction and cleanup activities, and possibly by transient drainage from tile
completed disposal cell. The disposal cell was constructed below grade with the base of the cell
approximately 35 ft beloxv the surface, which Would be within 40 ft aboxe te top of the middle
sandstone ut of the Cedar MJountain Fomiation.

5.3 Geocheistrv

5.3.1 Background Groud WAater Quality

Background groulnd water quality is (lefined as te com position of ground water in lithologicalbi
similar areas of the nillsite that wvere not affected by ore-processig activities. This sction
discusses the monitor wells that haxe been installed to test for backioun nd contditions.

5 3.1.1 Alluvial Aquifer

Monitor xkell 0707 IS Upgradient of the iillsite n te Browns Washh allux iium. howexcr. becasse
it contains nitrate, uranium, and sulfate, the BLRA did not consider this well to be representative
of background (DOE 1995). Historical Uranium concentrations in groun.11d water in moitor
well 0707 are relatively low, ranging fromi 0 008 to 0 029 milligramns per liter (mg L) foro
25 me eaSurremenits (Appendix C) Nitrate conc centrations in noUnld X\ater I il oito x ell 0707
ranln e from I to 30 im/ L for 25 m easu rem ents, with two c \ceptions in 1986 and 1987 (pr[ior to
constructioni of the disposal cell) nitrate concentrations wc're 120 and 140 mgg.L. respectively
SUlfate concentrations in ground water for the 25 measuremints rangecd from 4.770 to6.57,49 rnog/'L. Monitor well 0707 was dry during the Juuly 2002 sampling e\ enl t

The historical uraniumil concentrations in g round water in onio tor \%ell 0707 are relatirclv low
and may not have bee ifluenced by the mlillte The to o igh niti ate values m,ay be analytical
error, or nitrate could be derived fromr local sources SuICh as septic svstemtls. agricultUral
fertilizers se\vae lagoons, and mu ltiolnS dumps. ulate concenilteti trations In ut-nd water in

oni tor well 0707 are highier tanil In the Cedar- Mountain Formation wells near the disposal cell
Ssuuesting that some or all of the sulftate is derived fromon othecr SOurices Therefore, it is
reasonable tat oniotor well 0707 hias not beenl affccted by the imilling process and maax be
representative of background

5.3 1.2 Cedar Mountain Formationi

Prior to thee field work in 2002, mlloitort wvells thlat aad been conisidered for backgroun-dd In the
Cedar Mountain Formiation IClUded %%ells 0 177. 0 1 80. 0806, and 0811 (DOE 1995) Monitor

I 5i Sae0 r\a[u l \ oan r Plan GreI n Ricr Ltah D)( )i (rand Jun 0 n0 ( ficPace 5 24 
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well 0817 is also located in a background area. Monitor wvells 0184 and 0185 were completed as

background wells in 2002.

Monitor well 0178 is screened in the lower unit and 0180 in the middle sandstone unit of the

Cedar Mountain Formation; these wells are east and southeast of the disposal cell (Plate 1) The

proximity of monitor wells 0178 and 0180 to the processing site and the high levels of site-

related contaminants in nearby monitor well 0179 suggest that these wells may not be

representative of background water quality.

Monitor wells 0806, 0811. and 0817 are cross gradient nortlheast of the disposal cell near Browns

Wash and should reflect background conditions for the Cedar Mountain Formation (Plate 1).

Wells 0806 and 0811 are screened in the upper unit and vell 0817 is screened in the middle

sandstone unit. Monitor wvells 0184 and 0185 are located southeast and soutlhwest of the disposal

cell, respectively, and are screened in the basal sandstone unit of the Cedar Mountain Formation.

Ground water quality is similar among these five wells, and contaminant concentrations are low
(Table 5-1).

Table 5-1. Background Ground Water Characteristics for the Cedar Mountain Formation

Monitor Monitor Monitor Well 0817 Monitor Well 0184 Monitor Well 0185
Parameter Well 0806 Well 0811 Middle Sandstone Basal Sandstone Basal Sandstone

Upper Unit Upper Unit Unit Unit Unit

pH 7 97 8 26 8 44 8 15 8 51

Alkalinity (mg/L 947 1024 691 430 588

Eh (mV) +216 +367 +276 +98 -271

Conductivity 3,493 2,859 2,330 2,355 2,655

Nitrate (mg/L) 0 732 0 557 0 033 0 02 <0 02

Selenium cO 0001 <0 0001 <0 0001 0.0003 0 0001

Sulfate (mg/L) 644 354 119 570 585

Uranium <0 o 00001 <0 0001 0 0001 <0 0001

(July 2002 Sampling)
mV = millivolts
pS/cm = microsiemans per centimeter

5.3.2 Ground 'ater Chemistrv

5.3.2.1 Eh and pH

The Eh of ground water is important to understanding potential mechianismiis that could remove
contaminants from solution. Concentrations of several constituents in ground water (nitrate,
seleniLum, sulfate, and uranium) can change due to oxidation/reduction processes. For example,
nitrate can be reduced to form nitrite, nitrogen gas or ammonium; selenium can form ferrous

selenides; sulfate can be reduced to sulfide; and uraniulll can be reduced to uranious minerals.

These processes decrease the concentrations in ground water.

Sporadic measurements of Eh (Eh was calculated from oxidation/reduction potentials [ORP]

using ORP measuremenits of a Zobell solutioni) vere made prior to the 2002 samplilg. Both the

2002 measurements and the earlier measurements indicate large fluctuations in Eh, however,
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some of the variability is probably due to measurement error. ORP is difficult to determine
accurately because it often takes a long time for the reading to stabilize. and the measuremenit is
influenced by atmospheric oxygen artificiallv incorporated during the analvsis. The a\ eraee Eh
xalue for 5 alluvial wvells sampled in 2002 is +365 millivolts (mV). The axerage Eh value for the
upper portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation (upper unit and middle sandstone unilt) in 2002
is +270 mV; and is +51 mV for the combined lower portion (lower unit and stringer sandstole)
and basal sandstone unit. These values suggest relatively oxidized conditions in the allu iLum
decreasing througl the Cedar M\vountain Formation and relatively reduced conditions in the basal
sandstone unit Decreasing Eh values vith depth likely results from the contact of infiltratillg
water with carbon sources (coal and other organics). At some depth, conditiols migrhl be suitable
for contaminant precipitation as reduced minerals.

Values of pH are an indication of the tendency of the ground water to react wvith sedimielts and
can sometimes be tised to help deterine the source of the water Values of pH in the lower unit,
stringer sandstone, and basal sandstone Ulllt of the Cedar M,lountain Formatiol are 2enerallv
higler than in other units (Figure 5-13) Values of conductix ty are lo er in the lox% er portion of
the Cedar Mountain Formation indicating that the ground water is fresh relative to the tippcr
units Values of pH in the tipper unit aldi middle sandstone tinit of the Cedar Mountain
Formation are similar to those in the alluxiumi (Figure 5-13). These relationships suggest that the
upper and middle sandstone units are hy,draulically separated from the loVer ulit. stringzer
sandstone. and basal sandstone unit.

5.3.2 2 Mlajor Ions

The major ion chemistry of ground water can be used to depict associations vithl othel aquifers,
and to describe the origlin and cheical evolitiol of the ground vater. Piper trilinear dia-rarrms
have been used extensively for this purpose (Piper 1944). Piper diagrams x ere constructed usinuz
the most recent complete sampling events for four portionis of the stratigra phic section (alluviLum.l,
tipper portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation, lower portion of the Cedar Nountainl
Formation, and the basal sandstone tinit of the Cedar Mlountain Formation) of inte-est at the
Green River site (Figure 5-14 throtigh FiguHre 5-17). For this discussion, the upper po-tion of the
Cedar Nlotintan Formation includes well comiipletiois in ie Mancos Shale, Dakota Sandstone,
tipper iit of the Cedar iountain Formation, and iddle saindstone tiiit of the Cedar loultaini
Formiation The lower portion of the Cedar MoU1ntain Formiationi inetiLdes the lo er Ulit and the
stringer sandstonie These designationis are used because someC of the Well sciceIIs cross formation
boundaries

The allux ial ground water is relatively high in total dissolved solids (TDS) and its chemistry is
dominlated by sodlim and silf'ate (Fiure 5-14). The Upper pOrtion1 of the Cedar Mklountain
Formationi is also highl in TDS and the dolinant ions in mlost samples are sodlumll and sulfate
(Figure 5-15). The cation distribtition for the upper portioni of the Cedar Nountain Formlationi
displays a linear trend, suggesting mixing between sodilIll-doilillated alid calcitui'maurnesitIm-
dominated waters. The similar geochemical si2natles of groUind water in the alluvium and soile
ground water in the ipper portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation dicate thait these unIlts may
be interconnected
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Upper portion includes the Mancos Shale, Dakota Sandstone, and upper and middle
sandstone units of the Cedar Mountain Formation. Lower portion includes the lower unit
and stringer sandstone of the Cedar Mountain Formation.

Figure 5-13 Values of pH versus Conductivity for Four Geologic Units

Ground water in the lower portion and basal samdstone unit of the Cedar Mountain Formation
(Figure 5-16 md Figure 5-17) are similar to each other, but have distinctly different signatures
from ground water in the alluvium and upper portion of the Cedar Moumtain Formation. The
ground water in these umits is low in TDS. The cations are dominated by sodium and the anions
vary. The uique geochemical signatures suggest that the lower portion amd basal sandstone unit
are interconnected, but hydraulically separated from the upper units.

5.3.3 Spatial Distribution of Ground Water Contamination

Analytical results from the most complete sampling event (July 2002) are used to characterize
the ground water chemistry in the alluvium. Concentration maps are presented for four of the
COPCs - nitrate, selenium, sulfate, and uranium.

5.3.3.1 Alluvial Aquifer

Most of the alluvial wells produced little water during the 2002 ground water sampling event.
There was insufficient water production from monitor well 0194 to perform a complete analysis,
thus, anions and radionuclide concentration data are not available.

ClGZ
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Using most recent data Radius of circles indicates concentrations of TDS 2002-Wells 0188, 0189,
0190, 0191 2001-Well 0707 1988-Wells 0563, 0702, 0704, 0705, 0708, 0701 1982-Well 0706

Figure 5-14. Piper Diagram of Alluvium Wells
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Using the most recent data Radius of circles indicates concentrations of TDS. 2002-Wells 0171, 0172,
0173, 0174, 0175, 0176, 0179, 0180, 0181, 0182, 0183, 0813, 0817, 0583, 0806, 0810, 0811, 0585,
0584: 1990-Well 0807: 1988-Wells 0562, 0815, 0809, 0816, 0581, 0808: 1987-Well 0703.

Figure 5-15 Piper Diagram of the Mancos Shale, Dakota Sandstone, and Upper Portion of the Cedar
Mountain Formation (Includmng Upper Unit and Middle Sandstone Unit)
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Using the most recent data. Radius of circles indicates concentrations of TDS 2002-Wells 0177,
0588, 0178 1988-Wells 0819, 0561

Figure 5-16 Piper Diagram of the Lower Portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation (Including Lower Unit
and Stnnger Sandstone)
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Using the most recent data. Radius of circles indicates concentrations of TDS 2002-Wells 0184, 0185,
0582: 1988-Well 0818: 1988-Wells 0586, 0587.

Figure 5-17. Piper Diagram of the Basal Sandstone Unit of the Cedar Mountain Formation
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Vitrate: Nitrate concentrations in the alluvium ranged from 10 to 313 mg/L (Figure 5-18). Two
samples had itrate concentrations that exceed the 44 mg/L MCL. Nitrate in the alluvium may be
mill related; however, local sources such as septic systems, agricultural fertilizers, sewage
lagoons, and munitions dumps may contribute some nitrate to the shallow ground water.
Concentratiois of nitrate often exceed 150 mg/L in ground water plumes associated witi septic
leach fields (Aravena et al. 1993)

SelIwniil: Selenium concentrations in the five alluvial wells ranged from 0 018 to 0.134 mg/L
(Figure 5-19). Concentrations in all five alluvial ground water samples exceeded the 0.01 mg/L
MCL. SelenimL may result from millsite contamination; however, some selenium may be
contributed from natural weathering of selenium-rich shales in the Mancos Shale and Dakota
Sandstone. High selenium concentrations are common in ground water associated with Mancos
Shale (Nolan and Clark 1997).

Siilcite- Sulfate concentrations in the four alluvial wells ranged from 5,970 to 7,040 mg/L
(Figure 5-20). There is no MCL for sulfate, although the EPA secondary drinking water standard
is 250 mg/L. Sulfate may result from millsite contaiiination, however, sulfate is often
concentrated in shallow ground water in arid and semiarid regions such as the Green River
desert. The higi concentrations in shallow ground wvater result from deposition of salts on and
near the ground surface due to evaporation and repeated dissolution of the salt deposits by
infiltrating water High sulfate concentrations can also occur from leaching of sulfate minerals
(such as gypsum) from the Mancos Shale and other geologic units.

Urinium Uranium concentrations in the five alluvial wells ranged from 0.018 to 0.456 mg/L
(Figure 5-21) Concentrations in samples from three alluvial monitor wells exceeded the
0.044 mg/L MCL, indicating mill-related contamination. Two alluvial wells (0190 and 0191)
north of Broxvns Wash, had uranium concentrations of 0.0 1 9 and 0.0 18 ing/L, respectively
These concentratiols are characteristic of uranium concentrations in ground water contacting
Mancos Shale (DOE 1999). Since these wells are screened across the contact of alluvium witi
Mancos Shale, the uranium may be naturally occurring.

5.3.3.2 Cedar Mountain Formation

Concentratiols of constituents for all units of the Cedar Mountain Fonation are plotted on a
single figure for convenience. Zone of completioni for each monitor well is shown on Plate I.

Vtraite: Nitrate concentratiois in ground water in the 25 Cedar Mountain Formiationi wells
ranged from less thani detection (0.02 mg/L) to 1,000 mg/L for the July 2002 sampling event
(Figure 5-18). Concentrations exceeded the 44 ig/L MCL only in six wells; all six wells are
close to the disposal cell The higiest concentration (1,000 mg/L) was measured in moitor
well 0172, wilch is immediately downgradient of the disposal cell. Well 0172 has had large
historical fluctuations in nitrate concentrations (see Section 5.3 4.2). Well 0181 was drilled in
2002 to examine the nitrate concentration a short distance (20 f) from well 01 72. Well 01 81 had
a nitrate concentration of 335 mg/L indicating that nitrate is attenuating within a short distance of
the disposal cell. Nitrate concentrations in wells farther downgradient were all less thani
0.2 mg/L. The elevated concentrations in wells near the disposal cell indicate mill-related
contanii natioii
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Seleniuim: Selenium concentrations in the Cedar Mountain Formation wells ranged from less than
the detection limit (0.0001 mg/L) to 0.839 mg/L for the July 2002 sampling event (Figure 5-19).
Selenium concentrations exceeded the MCL of 0.01 mg/L in six monitor wells, all of which are
immediately adjacent to the disposal cell. Selenium concentrations in wells 0171 and 0172,
located at the downgradient edge of the disposal cell, were 0.184 and 0.130 mg/L, respectively.
Concentrations decreased to <0.001 and 0.030 mg/L in wells 0813 and 0181 located about 100 ft
further downgradient. Wells further downgradient were mostly less than the detection limit of
0.0001 mg/L. The elevated concentrations in wells near the disposal cell indicate mill-related
contamination.

Sulfate: Sulfate concentrations in the Cedar Mountain Formation ranged from 119 to 6,300 mg/L
for the July 2002 sampling event (Figure 5-20). The highest concentrations are clustered near the
disposal cell. Sulfate concentrations were lowest in monitor wells 0806, 0811, and 0817 cross
gradient of the site near Browns Wash, in monitor well 0184 upgradient of the disposal cell, and
in 0182, 0185, 0582, and 0588 downgradient and crossgradient of the site. The elevated
concentrations in wells near the disposal cell probably indicate mill-related contamination;
however, concentrations up to I ,410 mg/L (well 0178) are present in ground water upgradient
and concentrations up to 2,420 mg/L are present far downgradient of the disposal cell. High
sulfate concentrations can occur from leaching of sulfate minerals (such as gypsum) from the
Mancos Shale and other geologic units.

Uraniuim: Uranium concentrations in the Cedar Mountain Formation ranged from less than the
detection limit (0.0001 mg/L) to 0.198 mg/L (Figure 5-21). Samples from only one monitor well
(0179) had a concentration that exceeded the MCL of 0.044 mg/L. This well is near the disposal
cell and the high concentration reflects mill-related contamination.

5.3.4 Variation in Contamination Over Time

5.3.4.1 Uranium Concentrations Immediately Downgradient of the Disposal Cell

The disposal cell was constructed during 1988 and 1989. Tailings water and water used as dust
control during construction often seeps from disposal cells under transient conditions soon after
construction, but transient drainage decreases with time. Thus, contaminant concentrations may
show increasing trends in downgradient wells soon after construction, but the concentrations
should decrease over time.

Uranium concentrations in samples from four POC wells (0171, 0172, 0173, and 0813)
completed in the middle sandstone unit immediately downgradient of the disposal cell are plotted
over time in Figure 5-22. The patterns are inconsistent. Since construction, uranium
concentration has decreased in monitor well 0813 but has increased in monitor well 0171. These
results suggest that the transient water may be seeping at differing rates into the downgradient
areas.
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Figure 5-22. Uranium Concentrations in Ground Water Immediately Downgradient of the Disposal Cell

5.3.4.2 Anomalous Concentrations of Nitrate in POC Wells

Nitrate concentrations in monitor well 0172 were relatively low (less than 108 mg/L) from
August 1990 to Jume 1994, but then begam to increase and exceeded 1,000 mgIL from
December 1997 through November 2000 (Figure 5 23). The chamges in nitrate concentrations in I
monitor well 0172 appear to be momalous and are possibly due to several factors: (1) monitor
well construction, (2) sampling md malytical methods, (3) physical and geochemical
characteristics of the aquifer, amd (4) other sources of recharge into the well (DOE 2001 a). The I
integrity of the monitor well appears to be good based on results of a down-hole camera survey.
Monitor well 0172 recharges very slowly after the water is removed, which could be related to
well construction or installation in a low-permeability section of the aquifer. The sampling I
method was chamged late in 1994 with the installation of a dedicated pump amd low-flow
purging. Stamdard low-flow sampling procedure dictates removal of approximately I gallon of
water prior to sampling. During the March 2001 sampling roumd, approximately 4 gallons of U
water were removed. The samples from this round had a significant decrease in nitrate
(207 mg/L) and sulfate concentrations; the levels were consistent with those in the other POC
wells (Figure 5-23). These results suggested that minimal purging in the low-yield well was not I
providing representative ground water from the aquifer. This possibility, however, was not
substantiated during the subsequent sampling round in June 2001. During the Jume 2001 rond a
standard purge (3 bore volumes) method was used, but the nitrate concentration (1,590 mg/L) I
was similar to the values detected in the earlier low-flow purge sampling rounds (Figure 5-23).
The cause of the extreme fluctuations in nitrate concentrations in this well is yet umesolved.
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Figure 5-23. Nitrate Concentrations in Ground Water Immediately Down gradient of the Disposal Cell

5.3.5 Fate and Transport of COPCs

Chemical mechanisms that are most likely to control fate and transport of the COPCs in the
aquifers at the Green River site, based on information from published literature, are summarized
in this section.

5.3.5.1 Nitrate

Nitrate does not complex significantly with other ions in ground water. It will be transported
without significant interaction with the rock matrix. If appropriate nitrate-reducing microbiota
and nutrients are present, nitrate can undergo reduction to nitrogen gas, nitrite, or ammonium.
Significant denitrification is not expected to occur in the alluvium or Cedar Mountain Formation
without a suitable electron donor for microbes. Therefore, nitrate probably transports nearly
conservatively through the aquifers. Some nitrate reduction may occur in portions of the aquifer
containing coals or other humic materials. Concentrations decrease by mixing with other ground
water and by dispersion. If the aquifer is within about 50 ft of the ground surface, deep-rooted
plants will remove nitrate from the ground water.

Nitrate in the ground water may be mill related; however, local sources such as septic systems,
agricultural fertilizers, sewage lagoons, and munitions dumps may contribute some nitrate to the
shallow ground water.

5.3.5.2 Selenium

Aqueous selenium occur predominately as selenate (SeO2) or selenite (SeO 32 ); selenate is
probably favored under the oxidized conditions at the Green River site. Concentrations of
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seleniuii are not hiigh enougi to cause precipitation of selenium minierals. Selenite can substitute
for sulfide in sulfide-bearing minerals.

Seleniuim is not likely to adsorb appreciably to the mineral grains in the aquifers unless the
surfaces are coated with hydroxide or oxyhydroxide minerals. Both selenite and selenate,
however, will adsorb to ferric oxyhydroxides (Dzombak and Morel 1990).

5.3.5.3 Sulfate

In ground vater at the Green River site, dissolved sulfur occurs mainly as the unassociated
sulfate ion (SO42 ). The only mechanism likely to partition significant amouits of sulfate into the
solid phase is the precipitation of gypsum. The amount that precipitates is likely to be relatively
minlor compared to the high concentrations of sulfate in solution Therefore, most of the
conceitrationi gradient is produced by mixing with other ground water and dispersion. Although
sulfate can be ciemically reduced by microbes to form sulfide minerals, there is no evidence of
this process occurring at the Green River site.

5.3.5 4 Uraniulil

Uranyl conceitratiois at the Green River site are too loxv to form uranium minerals. Uranous
minlerals would precipitate if the oxidation state were lower; however, such reduced conditions
do not currently exist except perhaps in small localized areas Adsorption of uranyl to mineral
grains in the aquLifers is likely to be insignificant unless the grains are coated by hydroxide or
oxylydroxide minlerals. Uranyl is known to adsorb to ferric oxyhydroxide in relatively high
concentratiois (Morrison et al. 1995). It is likely that adsorption to ferric or manganese minerals
is the principal iechanism that retards uranium migration in ground water at the site. The higi
conceltrationi of carbonate in the ground water favors the partitioning of uranium to the
dissolved phase. In distal portions of the plume xvhere dissolved carbonate concentratiois are
loxver, adsorption of uranyl to oxide or oxyhydroxide minerals may be a dominalt process

5.4 Ecology

The Green River processing site is ighly disturbed from past use and subsequent remediation
activities. These disturbed areas were revegetated with selected seed, althougi vegetation has not
been significantly reestablished (DOE 1995). Areas adjacent to the milisite are a iix of
agricultural, ranching, and limited industrial activity. Due to the site's arid environmeit and
proximity to the City of Green River, flora and fauna species diversity is somewiat limited. The
Eni'iro,ncntail Ass ev.smnent fbi Rem?edical Actiont (it the Greel River Urainin NMil/ Tailings Site,
Greeni River, Utaih (DOE 1988) lists 34 species of maimiials, 18 species of raptors, 51 species of
nongarne birds, 23 species of reptiles, 7 species of amplibians, and 14 species of fish that could
occur in the vicinity of the site. The EA also identified six endangered wildlife species protected
tinder the Endangered Species Act as potentially occurring in the vicinity of the site. Details on
the ecosystem at the Green River site are provided in Section 6.2.
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6.0 Risk Assessment

6.1 Human Health Risk Assessment

A BLRA was previously prepared for the Green River stte (DOE 1995). Most of the

methodology used in that risk assessment followed standard EPA risk assessment protocol
(EPA 1989a), though the BLRA did not calculate potential risks for noncarcinooenic
constituents. Instead, calculated exposure intakes were compared with a range of contaminant
doses associated with various adverse effects. Most of the data used in that report wvere collected

from 1986 to 1988, prior to surface remediation. Since that time, some additional data have been

collected; some of the data were used to more completely characterize the site; others focused on

demonstrating compliance of the on-site disposal cell. These data are used to reevaluate COPC
identification and make a preliminary qualitative assessment of associated risks. Brovns Wash
alluvium and the Cedar Mountain Formation are considered separately in the following
discussion.

6.1.1 Summarv of 1995 BLRA Methodology and Results

The 1995 BLRA identified 31 constituents in the Browns Wash alluvium as being detected in

ground water. Typically these concentrations would be compared to background values to
determine if concentrations vere elevated compared to non-milling ground water. Hovever, for
the Green River site, locations identified as background alluvium in some previous documents
are questionable based on elevated concentrations of a number of constituents. High levels of
uranium, nitrate, and sulfate in the alluvium were attributed to ore-processing activities.
Maximum detected levels of selenium and molybdenum exceeded UMTRA Project ground water
standards, or MCLs. Nitrate, uranium, and sulfate were retained for further evaluation in the risk
assessment process. All radionuclides w ere retained for evaluation of potential carcinogenic
risks.

The 1995 BLRA identified 35 constituents as having concentrations above backgrolld in ground
vater of the Cedar Mountain Formation. More reliable background wells were available for this

hydrogeologic unit and were used for a statistical comparison. Nineteen of these 35 constituents
had concentrations that exceeded background levels. This initial list of 19 constituents vas
screened to first eliminate constituents with concentrations within nutritional or dietary ranges. A
second screening step then eliminated contaminants of low toxicity or low frequency of
detection. These two screening steps eliminated five and four constituents, respectively, resulting
in the following list of 10 COPCs- arsenic, manganese. molybdenum. nitrate, radiurn-226.
selenium, sodium, sulfate, uranium, and vanadium. These contaminants vere retained for further
risk analysis. All radionuclides were evaluated for contribution to potential carcinogenic risks.

A number of potential routes of exposure vere considered for both hydrogeologic units,
ingestion of ground water as drinkino water in a residential setting, dermal contact with ground
water while bathing, ingestion of garden produce irrigated with ground water, and ingestion of
meat and milk from livestock that consumed ground water. For both units, nitrate and sulfate
concentrations in ground water were so high that livestock could not survive chronic ground
water consumption. Therefore, this exposure route was considered not viable and vas eliminated
from further consideration from a human health perspective Results of the exposure assessment
indicated that intakes for all constituents were negligible from exposure routes other than

drinking water. Therefore, only exposure through ingestion of ground water as drinking water

DOE'Grand Junction Ol-ce Fial Site Obser%ationil Work Plan--Green Riser Utah
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was retained for more detailed evaluation. Children and adults were considered as likelv
receptors infants were evaluated for exposure to nitrate and sulfate.

Calculated exposure intakes were presented along with contailinant intakes associated wit a
ranee of ad'serse health effects. Potential risks associated with exposure to noncarcinogenic
constituents were discussed in a qualitative fashion: carcinogenic risks xere quantified and
compared to EPA's acceptable risk range of I x 104 to I x 10 ,

For the Browns Wash alluvium, it was concluded that adverse noncarcinouenic effects could
result from ingestion of nitrate and sulfate in ground water Nitrate levels could lead to serious
detrimental effects on infants. Levels of sulfate present could result in diarrhiea and dehxdration
in ifants; adults could also experience laxative effects at those levels. Althougil uraniumil Was
present at levels abome EPA health advisory levels, it was not present at levels known to be
associated with adverse health effects in humans. Additional studies on uraniumil, conducted since
completion of the BLRA, provide additional data on uraniumll toxicity These data xvill be
discussed in the BLRA update in the following section. For additional discussioni on the toxicitV
of the Green River COPCs, refer to the original BLRA (DOE 1995). Path'ways other thall groulid
water ingestion (e.g., ingestion of garden vegetables or meat and milk) did not coitribute
appreciably to site risks Carcinogenic risks associated with ingestion of round water from
Browns Wash alluviumii exceeded EPA's acceptable upper bound risk value of I x 10 4 bv more
than one order of magnitude; uranium and. to a lesser degree. lead-2 10 were the major risk
contributors. The drinking water pathway was the only pathway of significance in calculating
carcinocgenic risks.

For the Cedar M9foulitain Fomiation, it was deterimined that the most notable ad% eise
noncarcinogenic health effects could result from chronic gestioni of nitrate, sulfite. aid sodiuil
in drinkingp \ater. Nitrate levels were high enough that tey could be potentially lethal to infants,
sulfate le,els could cause severe dehydrationi and diar-lea in intants Sodiulil concentrations
would contribute to hypertension. Manganese was preseit at levels that could result In mild
neurological disorders: mild toxic effects are associated with about 80) percent of the range of
selenium concentrations. The remainin- constituents WoUld be expected to result in few. if llN.
ad\erse healti effects from chronic gyround vater ingestion. For additioial toxicological

inforimnationi, refer to the original BLRA (DOE 1995) PathwaNs other than grouLnd x%ater
ingestion were determined to not appreciably contribute to site risks Carcinooenic risks
calculated for the Cedar Mountain Formation were determined to be 6 tlimes the lipper boulid of
EPA's acceptable risk range. The maJor contributor to this risk is lead-2 10. Only tile rOlind
water ingestion pathway contributed significantly to carcinouenlic risks.

6.1.2 BLRAtk Update

As noted in the previous section, the origiial BLRA considered several potential routes of
exposule to contailinants and eliminated all but one-ingestiol of ground water in a residcntial
setting-as insignificant. Based on this analysis, only thc goulid water ingestion pathway is
evaluated in this BLRA update. The update will address only tie Broxvns Wash alluvial grouLId
water and the upper portion (including the middle sandstone uLit) of the Cedar Mu10n.1tain
Forimation. As noted in the discussion of ground water geocheiistry (Section 5.3.2). thcse two
systems may be interconnected, but are hydraulically separate from the lower Unit and the basal
sandstone unit of the Cedar MloLintain Formationi Tllus, site-related containiiation is likeiv
confined to just the upper systems. Additioially, the Brox%ns Wash alltixial ground xvatcr and
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ground water from the upper portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation have the greatest
potential for discharge to Browns Wash where exposures could occur.

The goal of this BLRA update is to identify COPCs for which a compliance strategy must be
selected and that will require monitoring in the future from a human health and ecological

standpoint. Because of the limited amount of data and the complex nature of the hydrogeologic
system, risks will not be quantified through the standard risk assessment process. Concentrations
of COPCs in ground water will instead be compared with relevant benchmarks (e.g.. MCLs, risk-
based concentrations [RBCs]).

Analytical results for nitrate presented in this document are concentrations of nitrate reported as
NO3 . Other references may report nitrate values as N (nitrogen). also referred to as nitrate-
nitrogen. The conversion factor for these different reported quantities is I milligram (mg) N (or
nitrate-nitrogen) is equal to 4.4 mg nitrate (as NO3). Thus, the UMTRA Project ground water

standard for nitrate is 10 mg/L as N or 44 mg/L as NO3. For consistency in this BLRA Lpdate

and for ease in use of reported analytical data, all concentrations of nitrate are expressed as NO.

Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 summarize water quality data for Browns Wash alluvium and the upper
portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation, respectively. Recent data and historic data are
provided for comparison to demonstrate how ground water quality has changed since surface
remediation has occurred. Historic data for the Cedar Mountain Fomiation is from wvells
formerly in the area where the disposal cell is now% located. For the Browns Wash alluvium

(Table 6-1), all constituents that had historic concentrations exceeding some humllan healtl
benchmark (e g.. ground water standard, health advisory) in at least one sample are included.
Radionuclides %vere either not detected or not analyzed due to insufficient sample volume. For
the Cedar Mountain Formation, all detectable COPCs that passed the screening from the original
BLRA are included (Table 6-2). Also provided for comparison are the applicable UMTRA
Project and Utah ground water standards (if available) as wvell as human-health RBCs
(EPA 2002).

Table 6-1 Ground Water Quality Data for the Browns Wash Alluvium

MxmmMaximum Risk-based
Contaminant Detected 2002 Detected UMTRAIUtah Concentration

(mglL) 1986-1988 Standards (mglL) (mg/L)
_________________ ~(m g L ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Cadmium 0 00088 0.072 0 01/0 005 0 018

Manganese 3 15 0 98 0 05b 1 7

Molybdenum 0 0893 0 27 0 la 0 18

Nitrate (as NO3) 313 440 44/44 255

Selenium 0 134 0 50 0 01/0 05 0 18

Sodium 2,420 2,540 none 30.60C

Sulfate 7,040 6,890 250b _1,200d

Uranium 0 456 1 96 0 044a 0.11

aUMTRA Project Standard (40 CFR 192)
bFederal Secondary Drinking Water Standard
c EPA Advisory based on esthetic effects (EPA 2002)
dConcentration demonstrated to cause no adverse health effects (EPA 1999)

,-- ., . .. . -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iIn ._.Sit....t1 . ()sratoa W_r i'dl-CjrcL.n _Il... c.1 ..... Utal.
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Table 6-2 Ground Water Quality Data for the Upper Portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation

COPC from Maximum Detected UMTRAIUtah Risk-basedCOPC from Detected 2000- DtceUMRUahConcentration
Original BLRA 2002 (mgL) 1986-1988 Standards (mg/L) (mg/L)

(mg/L)
Arsenic 0 161 (well 0813) 0 023 0 05/0 05 0 000045

Manganese 0 741 (well 0813) 0 49 005a | 1 7

Molybdenum 0 047 (well 0813) 0 22 01b 018

Nitrate (as NO3) 815 (well 0173) 1 280 44/44 255

Selenium 0 839 (well 0176) 0 32 0 01/0 05 0 18

Sodium 2,890 (well 0173) 2,450 { none 30-60c

Sulfate 6,150 (well 0173) 6.450 I 250a -1,200-

Uranium 0 198 (well 0179) 0 146 0 044b 011

Vanadium nd 0 12 none 033

Ra-226 & Ra 228e 4 63 pCi/L 5 5 pCi/L 5/5 pCi/L na

dNational Secondary Drinking Water Standard
bUMTRA Project Standard
CEPA Advisory based on esthetic effects (EPA 2002)
d Concentration demonstrated to cause no adverse health effects (EPA 1999)
eBLRA identified Ra-226 as a COPC, combined here with Ra-228 for comparison to standards
pCi/L = picocuries per liter
nd = not detected

The RBC for a ii en contaminant represents a colcetitratioin in drinking vater that ould be
protectix e of human healti provided that

* The residential exposure scenario is appropriate. Default equatiois aid aluCs for Cxposure
factors used in calculating RBCs are standa-d EPA equ.tions and default \ alues (EPA 1 89a
and 1989b)

* Ingestion of containiated drinking x ater is the oilv e\posure path\\ av'.

* The contamninant contributes nearly all the healti isk

* EPA's risk level of I x 0 for carcinoceis and a ha/ard quotieit (IQ) of I to
noncarcirnogyens is appropriate

If any of these asstiniptions is not true, coltaiiiait lex els at or below\ RBCs cannot
automnatically be assumed to be protectixe. For exanple. if multiple contaminants arc preseit in
drinkiig vater a single contaminant iay be belov its RBC but still be a significant contributor
to the total risk posed by drinking the xvater Ho\vever, if an RBC is exceeded, it is an lindicatioil

that further evaluation of the contaminant is varranted For noicarcinotens. the ratio of the
contailinant concentration to its RBC (i.e.. contailinait concentration divided bv RBC) is a
rougIl estiiate of the HQ for a constitueit For carcinogens, this ratio represeits the numlibe- of
times the concentration exceeds the lower end of EPA's acceptable risk range RBCs a-e
intended for use in screeninu-lex el e aluations sucil as this one to provide soie indication of tie
potential risk posed by a giveni constituIelt

The RBC pro ided for uraniuil in Table 6-4 and Table 6-5 is based on the releeice do,e (RtD)
cu-reitly in EPA's Integrated Risk Information Systemil (IRIS). IRIS is the most accepted and
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preferred source of toxicity data for chemicals. Some recent studies of uranium toxicity suggest
that uranium is chemically more toxic than previously believed (Fedeeral Register,

December 7. 2000; 65 FR 76708). Using these more current data. EPA calculated that a more

acceptable RfD for ingestion of uranium in drinking water would be 0.0006 milligram per
kilogram per day (mgkg/day)-one-fifth the RfD of 0.003 mp/kg/day currently reported in IRIS.

If the IRIS RfD is eventually changed to this lower value, the RBC for uranium in drinking wvater

would also be reduced by a factor of 5 to 0.022 mg/L. This is half the current UMTRA Project
ground wvater standard. Until the RfD in IRIS is officially changed (if it is changed), however.

the RfD of 0.003 mg/kg/day will continue to be used in calculating potential site risks.

No ground water or drinking wvater standards exist for sodium and EPA has recently decided that
no benefits are to be achieved by establishing one (67 FR 38222; June 3, 2002). No toxicity data

are available to calculate an RBC for sodium, though EPA has recently established an Advisory
for sodium of 30-60 mg/L based on esthetic effects (EPA 2002). EPA has also established a

guidance level for sodium of 20 mg/L for individuals wvith sodium-restricted diets of
500 milligrams per day. The National Research Council has recommended that sodium intake be
limited to no more than 2,400 milligrams per day. If drinking water wvere the sole source of
sodium intake, 1,200 mg/L in 2 liters of water ingested per day (EPA default wvater intake for

adults) would result in this intake. However. because much of the sodium in a typical diet is
consumed in food. concentrations in drinking Nvater should probably be lower than 1,200 mg/L to

meet the recommended intakes. The U.S. Food and Dnig Administration estimates that most

American adults tend to eat between 4,000 and 6,000 mg of sodium per day (FDA 1995). A fewv

states have guidelines for sodium content in drinking water; those levels range up to 250 mg/L.

A sodium concentration less than 200 mg/L for drinking Nater wvould probably be desirable to
prevent excessive sodium intake

EPA has recently made the decision not to regulate sulfate in drinking water (67 FR 38222:

June 3, 2002). Toxicity data are also lacking from vhich to calculate an RBC for sulfate, though

EPA has made a health-based advisory for acute effects (laxative effects) of 500 mg/L sulfate

(EPA 2002); however, studies have shown that these effects are temporary for most people

(EPA 1999) and would mainly be of concern for sensitive populations (e g.. infants or the
elderly). The secondary standard for sulfate is not based on healtl concerns, but rather on

esthetic values-in particular, taste and odor. Studies conducted by the Centers for Disease
Control in conjunction with EPA (EPA 1999) have shown that no adverse effects from sulfate

ingestion occur at levels up to 1,200 mg/L (the highest concentratlon Lsed in the study). As noted

in the report of that study, other studies have shown that concentrations ranging over 2.000 mg/L
of sulfate may have little to no adverse effect on human or animal subjects. Therefore, althoLigh

1,200 mg/L sulfate can be considered "safe." it is not clear what the maximum permissible

concentration of sulfate in drinking water might be. Even at "safe" concentrations of sulfate in

drinking water, its poor taste and odor Vould probably be a deterrent to its use

6.1.3 Discussion

6.1.3.1 Brovns Wash Alluvium

Historic data collected for the Browns Wash alluvium represent the water quality beneath the
tailings pile prior to surface remediation. To some extent, data collected for alluvial ground water
at that time reflect the chemistry of fluids in the pile. Table 6-3 provides chemical analyses for a

lysimeter installed in the pile in the mid-1980's, only two rounds of sampling took place and

DOElGrand Junction Otice Final Site Obserational Work Pln-reen Rier. Utah
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Table 6-3 Chemical Analyses for Lysimeter 714a

Parameter 09/11/86 Date of AnalysesParameter_______ 09/11/86 If 0311 287

Aluminum 6 300 1,840
Ammonium 14 11

Antimony _ 0 003
Arsenic 0 03

Barium _ 01
Boron 0 5 0 1

Cadmium _0 032

Calcium 457 385

Chloride 113 2900

Cnromium 2 61 1 14

Cobalt _ 30 9
Copper _ 45 8
Fluoride 0 1 0 2

Iron 2,200 267
Lead _ 0 02

Magnesium 2,640 1 090

Manganese 360 122

Mercury _ 0 00

Molybdenum 02 0 10

Nickel _ 25 3

Nitrate 4,500 2
Nitrite _ 0 1
Phosphate _ 0 1
Potassium 019 16 0

Selenium 0 092 0 208
Silica - 60
Silver - 0 01

Sodium 892 | 111

Strontium _ 0 1

Sulfate 56 200 16,000
Tin _ 0 005

Total Dissolved Solids 80,800 26.100

Uranium 675 221

Vanadium _ 178

Zinc 259

'All values in mg/L

onily a Imited amoult of water could be obtained for the 1086 saipling cx ent These analyses
pzobablv provide only a rouIl estimate of majlor tailings--elated colstituents: oes pi-ocessed at
the Green Rixer site were known to contain significant aml1ounts of seleniumii and alo soelic
arseiic-beariig accessory minerals (Hawley and others 1965). neitier of these constitueits
appears to be significaltly elevated in the pore flulds. Nonetieless, levels of ulanlilumIL nitrate.
sultate. molvbdenum, and manganiese in the pile Could x erv vell hax e been tile Source of these
constituenits in the Browns Wash alluviLumi However, concentratiois of some of these
constituents, such as sodiui, sulfate, and nitrate. have not appreciably changed in the 1 2 Vears
slilce pile removal On the other hand. uraliuii anld seleiuL have decre.tsed si nificantly since
coilpletioni of surface reniediationi. as would be expected if the pile weic the source Of uLrailIuI

n.l Ste ()bSLriional \ ork ldn- (ireLn Ri%cr Utah
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and selenium contamination. It is possible that sodium, sulfate, and nitrate have some other

source. As noted in Section 5.3.1. 1, the alluvial background vell 0707 is elevated in these

constituents, consistent with the alluvial ground water in the vicinity of the former tailings pile.

For purposes of the risk assessment, however, these constituents will be retained for further

evaluation.

Noncarcinogenic risks are estimated here by comparing maximum Browns Wash alluvium

concentrations with RBCs. The ratio of ground wvater concentration to RBC roughly equates to a

hazard quotient calculated for drinking water in a residential scenario. Carcinogenic risks have

not been quantified here. In the original BLRA, carcinogenic risks for all constituents but

uranium were within or below EPA's acceptable risk range. Uranium risks were an order of

magnitude higher than the high end of EPA's acceptable range. Concentrations of uranium in

Brovns Vash alluvium have decreased less than an order of magnitude; therefore, risks xvould

still be higher than acceptable.

Table 6-4 presents contaminant/RBC ratios for the noncarcinogenic constituents based on

historical and current data As expected, based on the significant decreases in uranium and

selenium, corresponding ratios have decreased as well. Ratios for sulfate, sodium, and nitrate

have remained relatively constant. Sodium exceeds its recommended advisory to a greater degree

than any other constituent. but at current concentrations is within the range of nornal dietarv

intakes. Sodium concentrations are probably an order of magnitude or so above desirable levels

but would not be considered a risk driver based on toxicity. Sulfate level is significantly elevated

above its secondary drinking water standard but is less than an order of magnitude above

concentrations deemed to be 'safe" (see discussion in Section 6. 1.2). Levels of sulfate present

would cause the Nvater to taste and smell bad, but based on potential risk, sulfate is not expected

to be an important driver. Ratios for the remaining constituents are all less than 10 with uranium

contributing the greatest risks. If the RfD for uranium Nere lowered to the currently

recommended level, the ratio would go up by a factor of 5 to 20.5 This, in combination witl its

unacceptable carcinogenic risks, makes uranium the constituent that poses the greatest potential

risk in a residential setting. This is consistent with conclusions reached in the original BLRA.

However, the fact that the Browns Nash alluvium cannot sustain adequate flow to serve a

household (see Section 5.1.2.1), makes this scenario irrelevant.

If future monitoring of the Browns Wash alluvium is required, the constituents listed in

Table 6-4, with the exception of cadmium and molybdenuLmi (both of which are below applicable

standards), wvould be appropriate for monitoring.

Table 6-4. Contaminant/RBC Ratios for the Browns Wash Alluvium

Contaminant Contaminant Concentration/RBC
Historic Data Current Data

Cadmium 4 0 0 048

Manganese 0 58 1 85

Molybdenum 1 5 0 5

Nitrate (as NO3) 1 7 1 23

Selenium 2 8 0 74

Sodium >10,<100a >10,<100a

Sulfate <10a <,Oa

Uranium 17 8 41

'Rough estimate based on available data, see text iscussion
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6 1.3.2 Cedar Nfountain Formation (Upper Portion)

Constituents in Table 6-3 are those that passed the screening steps in the original BLRA and
were identified as COPCs. Data are t' the highest concentrations detected during historic
(1986-1988) monitoring and the 20O0-2002 monitoring events. Vell 0172 hadi the highiest
lexels of several contaminants but is not included hiere because xvater levels and concentratiois
from that well have fluctuated dramatically and are of questionable representativeness. An offset
well (0181) in that same general area was constructed during the 2002 characterizationi activities
to better understand the water chemistrv.

Table 6-5 presents ratios of maximum contaminant concentrations to their respective RBCs.
Since the time of the original BLRA. vanadium concentration has decreased to noldetectable
levels, and radium-226+228 and molybdenum levels have decreased below standards
Mlanganese exceeds the secondary drmnking water standard. but is well below its RBC. These
constituents can therefore be eliminated from further consideration in the risk assessment and
compliance strategy selection processes.

Table 6-5 Contaminant/RBC Ratios for the Upper Portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation

Contaminant Contaminant ConcentrationlRBC
Historic Current

Arsenic 3,577 3,578

1anganese 0 29 0 44

Molybdenum 1 2 0 26

Nitrate (as NO3) 5 0 4 1
Selenium 1 8 4 7

Sodium >10, <100a >10, <100a

Sulfte <10 <10

Uranium 1 3 1 8
Vanadium 0 36 nd

aRough estimate based on available data, see text discussion

Arseic is the constitueit that most greatlv exceeds its RBC. Hoxx ever. concentrations a-e
ele% ated abo% e the UMTRA Project standard in onlN one wvell and is near the detection lili at
most locatiois. Arsenic vas not elevated in Browns Wash alluviLumi or in historic tailing pile
fliids; howe% er. arsenic-bearing minerals were known to OCCUr in ores processed at Cir-een Ri\ er
(lawley and others 1965). Arsenic is probably tailings--elated. but because of its xery liited
extent arsenic is probably not a significant risk dri%er.

Uranium is elevated above the UNITRA Project standard in only one Cedar Mlounta1in Formation
well (0179) thougi two otiers areJust below the standard (0171 and 0181 ). Compared to the
RfD curreltly in IRIS, noncarcinogenic risks from ingestion of uraliumLI-colItallina;ited g-ound
water would only marginally exceed acceptable lex els (sing maxIllumlil uraniium1 conceltration)
However, as noted in the Browns Wash discussioni, if the more receitly recoimillelided Rt'D is
appropriate. risks vould go up by a factor of 5 Carcinogenic risks calculated for ingestion of
uraiini-coitaiiated ground water in the original BLRA xere determined to be anl ozder of
magnitude higher than the hisgh end of EPA's acceptable risk range Uranium lex els in the Cedar
MouLntain Foriiatiol in the vicinity of the disposal cell are curreitly moic than a omlder of
mai!nitude lower thani the conceitratioll used in that calculaktion. Therefore, expostires to CUrent

I i i Ste ()h'er.itionai oLk Plan- (Jrcn Ri'er tJah
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levels of uranium in the Cedar Mountain Formation would probably be within EPA's acceptable

risk range.

Only nitrate, selenium. sodium, and sulfate have been detected at significantly elevated levels in

more than one .vell in the Cedar Mountain Fornation. Although nitrate and selenium levels have

exceeded standards, associated risks are relatively small. Sodium and sulfate. though more

pervasive, have not been demonstrated to be a significant health threat. The greatest risks would

probably be through ingestion of nitrate and sulfate by sensitive populations (e.g., infants and the

elderly).

6.1.4 SummarN and Recommendations

It is likely that ground water in the vicinity of the Green River site is naturally poor, although

this cannot be substantiated because of a lack of reliable background data. Quality of the vater
varies considerably in both the Browns Wash alluvium and the Cedar Mountain Formatiol both

temporally and spatially. A number of the wells in both units are poor producers; several wN ells

constructed into the alluvium were dry. Water levels have been on the decline in both the

alluvium and the upper portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation over the last several years.

Only limited data for the Browns Wash alluvium are available. Current data indicate that

uranium concentrations in the alluvium probably present the greatest risks if used for drinking

vater. Manganese, nitrate, sodium, and sulfate are also elevated. Presumed background well

0707, though dry during the most recent round of sampling, has historically been elevated in

sulfate, sodium, and nitrate, suggesting that the source of these constituents may be something

other than uranitim milling. However, without more data, milling as the source of contamination

cannot be ruled out. If monitoring is required in the future. COPCs should include manganese,

nitrate, selenium, sodium, sulfate, and uranium. The lowv yield of the aquifer allows it to be

classified as limited use: the main concern for monitoring is to assure that contaminated ground

water is not adversely affecting surface water habitats near the mouth of Broxvns Wash and in the

Green River.

Concentrations of most constituents in the tipper portion of the Cedar N/lountain Formation have

fluctuated unpredictably in the vicinity of the disposal cell. Arsenic and uranium exceed MCLs

in only one well each. Selenium and nitrate exceed standards in several compliance wells.

Sulfate and sodium are elevated in nearly all wells. It appears that some constituents suchi as

selenium and nitrate have been generally increasing in selected wells over the last several years,

though concentrations have shown significant fluctuations. Future monitoring of the Cedar

Mountain Formation should be conducted for arsenic, nitrate, seleniLum, sodium, sulfate, and

uranium It is not likely that the Cedar Mountain Formation would be used for drinking wvater in

the future. As with the Browns Wash alluvium, the main concern for monitoring is to assure that

discharge of ground water to the surface does not adversely affect surface water near the mouth

of Browns Wash and in the Green River.

6.2 Ecological Risk Assessment

6.2.1 Introduction

Ecological risk assessment (ERA) is a process that evaluates the likelihood that adverse

ecological effects are occurring or may occur in the future as a result of exposure to one or more

DOE/Grand Junction Olece I inal Site Obserxational Work Plan --Green Riser. UtLh
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environmental stressors. A stressor is defined as any physical, chemical, or bioloiical entitv that
can induce an adverse ecoloiical response. The risk assessment process IS outlined in EPA
guidance documents, particularly the Gui(leliLse or Ecologi tal Ri lk.ASe.%s.SlL't (EPA 998) and
the F-ranevk ork/for Ecological RisAk A ses vnenr EPA 1992). The ERA for the Green Ri er
UMTRA Project site enerallv follows this EPA framework and guidance.

The overall goal of this risk assessment is to identify ecological COPCs (E-COPCs) that can be
related to the dispersal of contaminants in the ground water underlying the Green Rix er site.
Once E-COPCs are identified, the potential for adxerse effects of these E-COPCs on the
ecosystems at this site, including Browns Wash nd the Green River, can be chl-acterized In
particular, potential effects on special status species and sensitive enxironments are considered
This assessmenit is an update and expansion of the BLRA screening-level assessmenit conducted
in 19'5 (DOE 1995). Howexer, it is still a screening-level assessilelit to identifv E-COPCs and
areas for which future monitoring may be necessary This section will evaluate data from new
studies as vell as updated ecological benchmarks and regulatory requireilents that have been
dex eloped since completion of the BLRA

Predicting the effects of cheilicals on ecoloical receptors is complicated by the X ariable
interactiois and influelnces witihin an ecosystem. To a great extent, ERA is an energ!ing scieice.
Little data exist for ost chemicals and their effects on ecolo(ical receptors Theretore
attemptiig to integrate and evaluate individual and snergktic chemnical effects witi othe-
stressors (predationi, drought, disease. etc.) is problematic Generally, for ecological isks to
occur there must be a contaminant source, which is assumedl to be liited to grouLid water anl a
pathway for exposure of ecological receptors to contaminiiated ground water The simlplifted
ecological risk scenario gives a generalized o\erviex of the ERA process.

Simplified Ecological Risk Scenario

Contamination Contaminated
Source Release Media Pathway Receptor Effect

(Migration (Gon ae Igsin(No effect.
(Green River into soil and (Ground waler (Ingestion tPlants, non lethal

millsite) ground and sediments) absorption) wildife) mortality)
water) mraiv

The tolloxving sections provide an evaluation of potential risks to ecological recepto s based
upon a review of current data, with emphasis on the 995-2002 datl Appecndix (i piox ides a
detailed overview of the ERA process and a summary of the histo-ical datd in(cluded in the
BLRA The BLRA focused on data collected prior to 1995

Generally there are three major phases or steps in the ERA process:

( I ) problem formulation,
(2) analysis, and
(3) risk characterization

The kev eleileits of these phases are discussed beloxx as they are relcvait to the (ireenl River
site
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6.2.2 Problem Formulation

In the problem formulation phase, the need for a risk assessment is identified and the scope of

the problem is defined. Available data are evaluated to identify potential stressors (in this case.

the potential stressors are E-COPCs associated wvith the ground water at the Green River

processing site), key ecological receptors, and potential exposure pathways linking the receptors

to the stressors. Table 6-6 provides the comprehensive history of surface water and sediment

sampling. Prior surface remediation at the site eliminated air and soils and potentially

contaminated media. Therefore, the emphasis of this update is on surface water and sediments

that may be influenced by ground water.

Table 6-6 History of Surface Water and Sediment Sampling Locatlons

Location | Description | Surface Water Sediment Comments
I i ~~~~~~~Sampling Sampling

Browns Wash
Downgradient, may be This location was moved to

0526a considered a backwater of the 1982-1992,2001 1993 the west of the original

Green River penodically location during 2001 sampling

0709 Cross gradient, north of site 1982-1993 1993

0710 Downgradient 1982-1993 1993 Exposed bedrock area

0711 Upgradient, background 1982-1993 1993

0717 Downgradient NA 1993

0718 Downgradient 1993-1996 1993-1995 Exposed bedrock area

0720 Cross gradient 1994-1996 1994-1995
Selected to determine

0847a Upstream +/-300 ft of 2002 NA Influence Of ste-related
confluence with Green River constituentsie

Green River

Upstream backgrofd owns 1984-1992 1This location was moved to
0801 UpstrofronsWah 194199200 1994 the north during 1997

background 1994, 1997-2001 ~sampling

0802 Downstream of Browns Wash 1986-1992, 1994

Selected to determine

0846 Confluence with Browns Wash 2002 NA influence of site-related
constituents

Location 0847 replaced location in 2002 because 0526 was dry Data originally posted for location 0526 from 2001

sampling have been moved to location 0847

6.2.2.1 Potentially Affected Habitats and Population

Due to the site's arid environment and proximity to the city of Green River. flora and fauna

species diversity is somewhat limited. The exceptions are the riparian zones along Browns Wash

and the Green River to the north and wvest of the site, respectively. Along Browns Wash and the

Green River, the habitat is a mix of riparian species dominated by tamarisk, cottonwoods. and

willow. Although Browns Wash was evaluated in the BLRA as a potential surface water

medium, it is an ephemeral stream with very limited capability for supporting an aquatic

ecosystem. The exception is the mouth of Browns Wash where it empties into the Green River.

This area could be considered a backwater of the Green River because of the presence of water

most of the year. The surface remediation EA identified six endangered wildlife species

protected Linder the Endangered Species Act as potentially occurring in the vicinity of the site.

The species are the peregrine falcon (Fcalco pL'egrinis), bald eagle (HliaCeeti.S IcLIcoci;PIuIlliv).

black-footed ferret (Mu ftela nigripes), Colorado pikeminnow (PlYchocheilits /uIciulS), bonvtail
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chub (Gutl elegans). and humpback chub (Gil c -pha) The razorback sucker was mentioned
brieflv, but dismissed as not potentially occurnng in the Green Rixer area. Of tihe remainine12
species, the peregrine falcon has since been delisted. ad the black-footed ferret hlumpback. ald
bonvtail chubs are not believed to currentlv inhabit the site area Therefore, the Colorado
pikeminnow and bald eagle are the only endangered species that vill be considered further in
this assessment

Because of the ephemeral nature of Brox%ns Wash and its limited potential to support an aqultic
communitv, the upper reaches of the x%ash will not be evaluated as an aquatic communitV.

However, the pooled area at the mouth of the wvash, where it empties into the Green RIN er. is
considered a viable aquatic community and will be assessed as sucih Therefore, the onily relex ant
sLirface water data in Browns Wash is that collected at location 0847. Although this sampling
location is in Browvns Wash, it could be considered a backN ater to the Green River. \x hiclh ill
be discuissed in more detail later in this assessment. Three surface water locations in the Green
River (0801. 0802. and 0846), which serve as backg2round '" ll be retained for purposes of this
assessment.

Further reviex% of sediment data indicates that te alue of these data in assessingT potential risks
to benthic organisms in BroxNns Wash is questionable. Prior to the BLRA. it wvas stispected that
ground water may hlave been surfacing in the form of seeps into Browns Vash Hox% x er.

attempts to collect sediment data in the past have typically resulted in collecting samples froim
dry locations where there are no benthic organisms Recent (2001 and 2002) inspections of tile
site also found no evidence of seeps. and ground water, therefore, hias limiited potentia;l to
iniluence Browns Wash sediments Sedimenit sampling data at other Browns \Vash locations will
not be assessed due to limited potential for ecological risk

6 2.2.2 Update of the Ecological COPCs

The BLRA had identified 20 ground-water-based constituents as possible E-COPCs for fiurther
screening and evaluation. Since the 1995 BLRA. information reLarding ERA has t_ro\n
significantly, includiio additional ituidanicc concernino benchmarks. receptors. and a"essincit
mtethodologies As a result, all 20 ground wvater E-COPCs Table 6-7) that were idenitified in tile
BLRA wvill be reevaluated

Table 6-7 Constituents Retained as E-COPCs from the BLRA

I naISi 5Ie ()h\r% ationai I'k ork Pin (ircen Riser Ltah
P.iLe h 12

i)()I (jjnd Jiintinoo n)fi,
StilcnhLr 2)2

Aluminum Ammonium
Arsenic Calcium

Cadmium Magnesium
Chloride Potassium

Iron Radium-226

Manganese Sodium
Molybdenum Sulfate

Nickel Vanadium
Nitrate

Selenium
Uranium

Zinc
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For purposes of current risk assessment, ground water and surface water collected subsequent to

completion of the BLRA (1995 - 2002) are used to reevaluate the list of E-COPCs and to further

assess these constituents for potential ecological risk at the Green River site. Soils and air are not

considered contaminated media due to completion of surface remediation prior to the BLRA.

On the basis of E-COPCs identified in ground water (see Appendix G). additional surface water

samples were collected from two locations near the mouth of Browns Wash in July 2002.

Although the State of Utah requested the collection of surface water samples at the mouth of

Browns Wash for ammonia analysis, this analyte was inadvertently omitted. However. LIpOIl

examination of historic data, it appears that ammonia is no longer of concern for the Green River

site. Though ammonia was used in processing the ores, ammonia has not been detected in

significantly elevated levels in ground vater. Additionally, only a fraction of the total ammonia

that has been measured is actually present as unionized ammonia (upon which the surface water

standard is based). It is probable, based on high levels of nitrate associated xvith the site, that

ammonia has largely been oxidized to nitrate. Since the completion of surface remediation.

ammonia (total) in surface water samples that have been collected has been very low (generally

less than I mg/L) or below detection. Therefore, DOE does not believe that ammonia is a viable

E-COPC.

Sampling location 0846 was at the confluence of Browns Wash and the Green River and

sampling location 0847 vas approximately 300 ft upstream of the confluence on Browns \V'ash

This inlet is potentially important habitat for fish, possibly including the Colorado pikemininow.

Concurrently with these samples, a surface water sample was collected at the upstream
(background) location on the Green River (location 0801)

Appendix G presents a comparison of the maximum concentrations of the analytes measured at

the two locations at the mouth of Browns Wash to the measured concentrations from the Green

River background location. Twelve of the 16 analytes at the mouth of Browns Wasl exceeded

the background location concentration for at least one of the two locations, indicating the

possibility that they are influenced by the millsite Tw o of these. however, (cadmilum and

strontium) were close enough to the background concentration that thev considered not

significantly elevated above background In the case of strontiuLm, the samlple exceeding

background was from the confluence, while the upstreamii sample was less than background. Foti-

of the analytes were essential nutrients (calcium, magnesium. potassium., and sodlumll) The

remaining seven analytes Nere identified and E-COPCs for this wetland area and arc firther

evaluated for potential risk to aquatic. wetland, and terrestrial receptors.

6.2.3 Analysis

This assessment focuses on the potential risks posed to aquatic. wetland, and terrestrial species

that may be exposed to the seven E-COPCs identified in the surface wate- at the moutl of

Browns Vash. Only complete exposure pathways are quantitatively and qualitatively evaluated

in an ERA. In this assessment, the following potential exposure pathways were considered for

evaluation:

* Surface water ingestion and direct contact
* Dietary ingestion of forage or prey, as appropriate, by receptor

DOE,'Grand Junction Otlice I inal Site Obserajtional Work Plan --Green Ri\er, UtahI
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The contaminants associated vith the site are inoreanics. Estimations of potential exposures to
key ecological receptors are based on the dominait pathways from these media for the specific
receptor. Exposures in wetland plants and aquatic or-anisms are based on direct conitact xx itl tle
surface water in which they live and, in the cases of aquatic animiials, also include the igestion of
food associated with tis mediuin. In all of these cases (plants and animals), potential exposure
to an E-COPC is based on the concentration of that E-COPC in the surface water

Exposures in xvildlife Involve multiple potential pathways that may include ingestion of food.
x ater. and soil/sedimenit: direct contact and derimial absorption, and inhalation. In thil
assessment, the inihalation and dermal absorption pathx avs are assuLimed to be minlor pathxvaxs
x% th respect to the combined exposures based on ingestion Mlost wildlife of the area hiax e erx
little and infrequenit direct dermal contact xv ith potentially contailinated media due to their
protective coN ers of feathers or fur and their habits and behax ors. such as preening and
erooming. and (in the cases of most birds) lix ing principally in trees and shrubs. The E-COPCs

are not highlv volatile Therefore, their occurr-enice in the air is minimial. ExposuL-es in wildlife
throughL inialation "as considered a minor exposure pathway relative to sediment inmestion.
Altloughi both dermal absorption and inhalation x ill contribute to the oxerall exposure in these
receptors, these contributions are assumiied to be included within the coilserx atisils incolrporated
in the estimation of exposures through tile Ingestion pathxkays. Sedimenit is not identified as a
mediulil of concern, and therefore, sediient-based pathways are not evalualted

In the estimation of ingestion-related exposure for the x"ildlife receptors, the E-COPCs are
assumned to be 100 percent bioavailable, and the receptors are assuLimed to be exposed only at te
selected exposure point concentration, regardless of hiomiie rantge size or seasonial use patterns.
The eXpOSure through iltiple igestioIn pathixNaNs is ilodeled USing the netIlods described in
EPA's JV/d//L'v Ev osw-e- Fectors Hamlhook (EPA 193). Specific exposure calculatiolns and
assuLImptions are provided in Appendix Ci.

6.2.4 Effects Characterizationi

Specific effects were evaluated for different receptors bv tle use Of applOprialte txICitx
benchmiilarks For surface xater, either am1bien1t water qualitv critcria (EPA 1999) or Utalh
Department of Environmental Quality Water Qualilty Stan11dards (\ lichex cr- xvzvs ICss) xx cl-c used
as the priicipal benchlimarks for evaluating potenitial risk to aquatic life Wheln neitict- x as
ax ailable for an E-COPC, otier values are used as noted For pllants, toxicity benclim.ar-ks are
based primarilv on the iforniationi provided in Efrovnison alld otlhcrs ( 197) For the \vildlife
receptors, no-obserx ed-adverse-effect lex els (;NOAELs) for clrolic orall e\posure are uIsed aIs
benchmarks for toxic effects. NOAELs are definied as te maximim dosage testedl that prodUCCed
no effect that xN ould be considered adverse to the rcceptor's SUIr I\aL. go0\ tl, Ol- replodLuIctlx e

capacity. Because the NOAELs for the wildlife receptor species are based on NOAELs tiom test
species. te latter are scaled to NOAE s spccific to tile Wildlife receptor species uSi11g a po\ cr
function of the ratio of body xveights, as described by Sample antl othiers ( 1996) and Sanple an(
Arenal (1999)

Fin.al Site ()beatdi1onal \ olk Plan 6rCiLn RI%Lr Ltath
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6.2.5 Risk Characterization

The potential for risk to ecological receptors is determined through HQs. HQs are specific to a

particular receptor for exposure to a particular E-COPC An HQ is defined by:

HQ= Exposure
Benchmark

For aquatic and benthic organisms and plants, exposures are equivalent to media concentrations
(surface water or sediment) with which the organism is in contact. For wetland wildlife.

exposures are modeled from multiple pathways. The value of the HQ is greater than 1.0 if the

magnitude of the exposure is greater than the corresponding benchmark, and conxersely. the HQ

is less than or equal to 1.0 if the exposure is less than or equal to the benchmark. An HQ value

less than or equal to 1.0 is interpreted as evidence of no potential risk to that receptor for that

E-COPC. If the HQs for an E-COPC are less than unity for all receptors, that E-COPC is
eliminated from further consideration as a potential ecological risk driver. However, because
exposure for the screening of E-COPCs is conservatively estimated. an HQ value greater tlan
unity is not interpreted as evidence of risk, but only as evidence that the potential for risk cannot
be ruled out.

For the purposes of this evaluation, potential exposures were conservatively based on the
maximum measured E-COPC in surface water at the mouth of Browns N'ash. The folloxing are

summaries of the risk assessment results for specific receptor groups.

6.2 5.1 Risk to Ecological Receptors Associated vith Surface Water at the Mouth of Broxwns

Wash

Table 6-8 presents the HQs for aqtiatic organisms and wvetland plants exposed to surface water

at the mouth of Brow ns WN'ash. With one exception (plant exposure to arsenic), all of these HQs

are less than 1. The single exception is only sligltly above 1. Because these HQs are based on

the maximum of the two samples collected at this site, wvith the other data point for arsenic

(0.00088 mg/L) being less than the plant toxicity benclimark. the potential for risk to plants is

considered negligible.

Table 6-8 Hazard Quotients for Aquatic Organisms and Wetland Plants at the Mouth of Browns Wash

Based Upon Companson of Surface Water Concentrations to Water Quality and Plant Toxicity
Benchmarksa

Aquatic Organisms Wetland Plants

E-COPC Water Quality Hazard Plant Toxicity Hazard
Benchmark Quotient Benchmark Quotient

(mg/L) (mgIL)

Arsenic 0 15 0 00933 0 001 1.40

Chloride 230 0 146 -- --

Manganese 0 08 0 498 4 0 0 00995

Molybdenum 0 24 0 0229 0 5 0 0110

Nitrate 0 23 0 199 -- --

Selenium 0 005 0 220 0 7 0.00157

Sulfate 250 0 772

"ldi-A U qutii(nc ,. I- on imum- surface on.centration as shoiwn In Anpnrii 

-- = No benchmark value available
Hazard quotient greater than 1 shown in Bold
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Table 6-9 and Table 6-10 present the HQs for exposures to wetland and terrestrial wildlife to
surface water and associated prey organisms at the mouth of Browns Vash. None of the
E-COPCs at this site are at concentrations that pose a potential risk to either x,etland or terrestrial
wildlife that may exposed to surface water at the site or to food organisiis eaten from the site.

Table 6-9 Hazard Quotlents for Wetland Wlldlife at the Mouth of Browns Wash3

E-COPC Muskrat Raccoon Mallard Spotted Bald Eagle
___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ _ _ __ ___ __ ___ I ___ __ ___ __ __S a n d p ip e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Arsenic 0 00386 0 00929 0 000316 0 00451 0000335

Chloride I11

LManganese 0 00648 0 00321 0 C00224 0 000356 0 0000309

Molybdenum 0 0312 0 0249 0 00142 0 00429 0 00124

Nitrate 0 0000675 0 0000667 l

Selenium 0 00108 0 0616 0 00408 0 165 0 0251

Sulfate

6Exposure based on surface-water-based pathways, including direct ingestion of water, and ingestion of plants,
invertebrates, and fish with tissue concentrations estimated from water concentrations

-- = No toxicity benchmark available.

Table 6-10 Hazard Quotients for Terrestria' Wildlife at the Mouth of Browns Washa

E-COPC Deer Mouse Coyote Mule Deer Harriern

Arsenic 0 000372 0 000292 0 000271 0 0000399

Chloride I--
Manganese 0 0000554 0 0000435 0 0000404 0 00000352
Molybdenum 0 00300 0 00236 0 00219 0 000247
Nitrate 0 0000464 0 0000365 0 0000338
Selenium 0 000673 0 000529 0 000491 0 000403

Sulfate

'Exposure based on direct ingestion of water only
-- = No toxicity benchmark available

6. 2 5 2 Potential Risk to Ecological Receptors Associated N iti Non-RadiolLucIldcs

Few, if anv complete exposure patiways potentially exist betxveen rouLInd water at tc Gireci
River site and ecological receptors The most credible of these is tile potential fol contact xvith
contaminated ground water by deep-rooted plants. stcl as phr C.tophtes (e.g., grcasex ood).
Comparisons of the plant toxicitV benchmarks hown in Appenidix G to the ma13XilILuimn ground
water concentratiois from tie two dovniradlient wells (058S and 08 10) show that onilv the
mllaximum1 concentration of arsenic from locationi 0588 ( 0127 ng/ ) xceeded the plant toxlcit%
benclhimark, resulting in an HQ of 12 7. loxvexer, arsenic x as not Ictected at location 0810 (For
completeness, It should be noted that the plant toxicity benchmark fl- or uaniumis 40 mng/L
[Efrovmsoni and others 1997], xvhich is x%ell abo e the Maximum grould atei coicenti-tiois
for this elemeit shoknw in Appendix G ) Based on these coilpai-sols it can be co1cluied tlhat
arsenic in ground water could pose a potential risk to deep-rooted plants thait maylv contact it,
however, this potential risk is Iimited in extent over the (ircei Rix er site. 1d does not appear to
extend as far as the moutlh of Browns Wash to a s_nificant (le(ree

1ina l Siie()hserxitionaI \ork Plan- (reen Rixer. Utah
Pae I h
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6 2.5.3 Potential Risk to Ecological Receptors Associated vith Radionuclides

In addition to the nonradiological analytes measured in surface water at the mouth of Browns
Wash. radiological parameters wvere also measured, including gross alpha and gross beta activity.
lead-2 10, radium-226, radium-228. and thorium-230. None of these analvtes except gross beta
activity vere at detectable levels. The maximum gross beta activity (4.24 picocuries per liter
[pCi/L]) is very low, and unlikely to be of potential concern to ecological receptors. As noted in

Appendix G, radium-226 has been detected in the past in both surface and ground water samples

from the Green River site at concentrations as high as 3.0 pCi/L. However. this is vell below the

screening-level benchmark for aquatic biota (160 pCi/L) derived by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (Bechtel Jacobs Company 1998), based on the methodology for estimating dose rates
for aquatic biota (specifically large and small fish) developed by Blaylock et al. ( 1993).
Therefore. analysis of radionuclides in surface water and ground water samples from the site
indicates no potential ecological risk

6.2.5.4 Potential Risks to Sensitive Species

The Colorado pikeminnow is an endangered species that has the potential for occurring in the
Green River near the site. The bald eagle is a threatened species that could also occur in this area.

Both of these species would be associated with the aquatic habitats of the Green River, the bald

eagle potentially using this habitat to catch prey (fish). Because the HQs for aquatic organisms
and the bald eagle exposed to E-COPCs at the moutl of Browns Wash were all less than 1,

neither of these sensitive species appears to be at risk from these potential exposures

6.2.6 Ecological Risk Summary

This ERA has determined that there is little potential for site-related constitLents to affect surface
water or sediments. There is the possibility that ground water arsenic concentrations could affect
deep-rooted plants if an exposure pathway exists. This assessment furtler concludes that there is
limited, if any, potential for sensitive species to be adversely affected by site-related constituents.

DOEB(rand Junction Otice [inal Site Observational \Nok PLm --(ireen Ri%er. Utah
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7.0 Ground Water Compliance Strategy

7.1 Compliance Strategy Selection Process

The framework defined in the PEIS (DOE 1996) for the UMTRA Ground N'ater Project governs
selection of the strategy to achieve compliance with the EPA ground water cleanup standards
(DOE 1996). This section presents the selection process used to determine the appropriate
ground water compliance strategy for the Green River site and is summarized in Figure 7-1. The
process involved evaluating conditions at the Green River site and proposing a compliance
strategy for ground water cleanup that is protective of human health and the environment and
meets the regulatory requirements in subpart B of 40 CFR 192 for Title I sites. A step-by-step

approach is followed until one or a combination of the three general compliance strategies is
selected. The three compliance strategies are:

* No reitiediationi-Compliance w1ith the EPA ground water protection standards would be
achieved without altering the ground water or cleaning it tip in any way. This strategy could
be applied for those constituents at or below background levels or MCLs, or for those
constituents above background levels or MCLs that qualify for an ACL or supplemllental
standards (see Section 2.1.2).

* Aattralfl shinig-This strategy relies on natural ground water movement and geochemical
processes to decrease contaminant concentrations to regulatory limits. The natural flushing
strategy could be applied at a site if ground vater compliance can be achieved within
100 years, where effective monitoring and ICs can be maintained, and where the ground
*vater is not currently and is not projected to become a source for a public w ater system.

* Active groid idwater reintediationi-This strategy requires application of engineered ground
water remediation methods such as gradient manipulation, grounld vater extraction and
treatment, and in situ grotind *vater treatment to achieve compliance with the standards.

7.2 Proposed Green River Compliance Strategy

DOE's goal is to implement a cost-effective ground water compliance strategy at the Green
River site that is protective of human health and the environment and returns contaminated
ground water to its maximum beneficial use. After evaluatng existing site iformiation and
following the decision framework in the PEIS, DOE proposes the compliance strategy of no
ground water remediation and application of ACLs for constituents vith concentrations that
exceed MCLs or applicable benchmarks in ground water in the Cedar Mountain Formation, and
no remediation with the application of supplemental standards based on limited yield for ground
water in the Browns Wash alluvium.

DOE,Grand Junction Otfice Final Site Obser% ational Vork Plan -Green River, Utah
September 2002 Page 7-1
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The compliance strategy vill be implemented in conjunction wvith monitoring to observe the
effectiveness of the strategy and ICs, if necessarv, to provide adequate control of nearby land use
and ground water withdraw als.

Ground water in the vicinity of the site is not a current or potential source of drinking water The
Browns Wash alluvium is of insufficient yield to serve as a drinking water aquifer; the quality of
water in the upper portion of the Cedar Mountain Formation is questionable. Background ells
located in this highlv variable unit display concentrations of sulfate and fluoride that exceed
drinking water standards; sodium and chloride exceed recommended levels based on esthetic
concerns. Because there is no current or projected use of ground water as a drinking Xater source
and no unacceptable risk to human health and the environment, there is no practical justification
for actively cleaning up the contaminated ground water in the vicinity of the site. There vould be
no economic or risk-reduction benefit by perforning any active remediation of ground water at
the site. However, protection of surface water is of importance as the portion of the Green River
adjacent to the site and associated backwater areas are hiabitat for several endangered fish. The
compliance strategy proposed for the Green River site addresses this concern.

7.2.1 ACLs for the Cedar lountain Formation

The proposed compliance strategy for ground xvater in the Cedar Mountain Formation is no
remediation with the application of ACLs This strategy is explained in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1. Compliance Strategy Selection Process for Ground Water in the Cedar Mountain Formation

EPA provided for applying ACLs at UMTRA Ground Water Project sites, particularly in
instances where a disposal cell is present. As noted in the preamble to the final rule
(60 FR 2854), "EPA has decided not to delete the ACL provision because it is clearly needed, if

for no other reason than to deal with the possibilities of unavoidable minor seepage over the
extremely long-term design life (1,000 years) of the disposal requlred . Although it is not
clear if the contamiiinants detected in the Cedar MoLntain Formation are a result of disposal cell

)OEGrand Junction 01-ice Final Site Obser%ational Work Plan -(rccn Ri'er Utah
Seprenber 2002 Page 7-A 

Box from Action or Question Result or DecisionFigure 7-1I
Characterize plume and hydrological See conceptual site model presented in Section 5 0 and
conditions contaminant screening presented in Section 6 0 of this

document Move to Box 2

Is ground water contamination Arsenic, nitrate, selenium, sodium, sulfate, and uranium
2 present in excess of maximum exceed the MCLs or appropriate benchmarks at one or

concentration limits or background more monitoring points Move to Box 4
levels?o

Does contaminated ground water Ground water in the Cedar Mountain Formation is not
4 qualify for supplemental standards classified as limited use. Move to Box 6

due to limited use ground water9

Does contaminated ground water Yes (1) a disposal cell is located above the contaminated
area of the aquifer, (2) the State of Utah owns the

qualify for alternate concentration surrounding land, (3) ICs can be implemented that would

health and environmental risks and prevent use of contaminated water, and (4) outside the IC
other factors boundary at the point of exposure, ground water would be

suitable for unrestricted use Move to Box 7

7 No remediation required Apply alternate concentration
limits

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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seepage or if they pre-date cell construction. the fact that a cell exists at tle site makes it
unreasonable to expect that MCLs or background levels SOuIld be met

In establishing an ACL. two locations must be defined-the POC and point of exposure (POE)
Thie POC is defined as the site-specific locations in the uppermost aquilfer xx here the ground
xvater protection standard must be met. In contrast, the POE is defined as the locatiolis where
humlians, wildlife, or other environmental species could reasonably be exposed to hlazar-dous
constituents from the ground water (NRC 1996) In the ACL ouidance for Title 11 sites. the NRC
notes that "The POE. in most situations. will be located at the do%kn-2radient edge of the laind
that wvill be transferred to either the Federal overnment or the State where the site is located for
lon-term instititional control .. ". In the case of the Green River site, tihe disposal site itself is
currently oxvned by DOE, and the State of Utah owns the land surroundint the site TlLus. an
appropriate POE would be at the downaradient extent of State-owned land Well 0182 was
installed into the basal sandstone unit (first significant water-bearing unit) of the Cedai lountain
Fomiation near the dox ngradient edge of the State-owned land and can serve as the POE xx;1. If
the State of Utah exentuallv transfers the property betmeen the disposal cell and the POE xNell. it
may elect to restrict use of ground water in this portion of the Cedar Mountain Foriiatioll to
pro-ide longer teri institutioial control.

Though it does not appear that ground water from either the Browns WVash allu iuim or Cedar
Mlountain Fonation can discharge into Browns ash. additional surface xvater POEs are
establishedi at the confluence of Browns \V'sh and tie Green Rix er and in Bro%% ns ash at the
uppermost reach of the backwaters from the Green River (this location xvill X arN based on staoe
of the river). Nlonitoring, will be scheduledl to coincide with the tmle of vea r durinlg x lici tilis
habitat is most critical to the endangered fish If contaminants are detected or if inrcases of kev
constituents are observed, mitigative actions can be takeni This moniltoi iL strate-x X ll CIsuL-e
continted protection of critical hiabitat.

Though data are limited, it appears that contaiiiaits in the Cedar NouLntain Forimlationi
migrating from the vicinity of the disposal cell attenuate within[ a sort distance. Nitrate
coicentratiol at moniltor well 01 71 was 2 15 i-/L in the .ulx 002 ampling rotind bit 'as less
than I ig'L at dolngradient monitor well 0813. Siniairlx. the seleiuimili le\ el at xx ell 01 71 in
July 2002 was at 0. 184 m/L while at 08 13 the coicentrationi was barely abox e detection at
(.00035 mgi/L. Uraniumii levels ha\e only e\ceeded tle l\ICL at a siigle moniltor x ell (179) in
the Cedar Mountain Formation. Arsenic ct icentration has beci aboxc the MICL in moniiito-
well 0813 oily

Since the site xill be inder long-tern IC because of the disposal cell. no beniefit is to be gained
by unlidergoiig active ground water remeLliationi of the Cedar Mountain Forima;ztioni DOE " ill
retain control of tle property imimediately surrounding the disposal cell in pe-petuity The State
of Utah o" ns the doxvngradient property to the norti an( vest of the cell and can coit-ol lound
vater use The Greeni River provides a ready source of potable water As long as application of

AC Ls does not result in contamination of ground water outside of the IC area, thei no remediation
compliaice trategy witil application of ACLs can be conside-ed protecti% e of hm11111 hcalth and
the environmient

Constitueits that require ACLs because coiceitratiois exceed thei- respecti\c UNITRA Project
ground water standards are arsenic, nit-ate. seleniumiL, and uraniumil SulfItC an(1 sodiLm le CIs

also are elevated, althougil no health-based Irinkiig water standards hiave been establishcd for

I Ltll Site Ohcr\. at it)n.aI \ork Pla n-- (ireen Ri Lr Ltali
f.la 7 4
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these constituents. Section 7.3.3 describes the ACL approach for the Green River site and
presents proposed numerical values for each constituent.

To summarize, a no remediation compliance strategy xvith the application of ACLs for the Cedar

Mountain Formation at the Green River site is supported by the following:

* A disposal cell is located at the site. Minor seepage during long-term disposal may result in

somewhat elevated concentrations of mill-related constituents though tailings did not
contain appreciable moisture when disposed. Estimates are that the tailings were 15 to

25 percent saturated wvhen placed in the cell (DOE 1991); no slimes vere present. Therefore

transient drainage should be minimal and probably confined to the immediate x icinity of the
cell.

* The Green River disposal site itself is DOE-owned. The State of Utah oxvns the surrounding
property. Government ownership of land overlying contaminated ground vater ensures that

effective ICs can be maintained to prevent inappropriate use of contaminated ground xvater.

* Site-related contamination of the Cedar Mountain Formation is not widespread or pervasive.
Distribution of contaminants is spotty, both temporally and spatially. This may indicate that

contaminants attenuate rapidly, that movement through the formation is affected by
hydrostratigraphy, fractures, or some other limiting feature, or some combination of these or
other factors.

* The area affected by contamination appears to be relatively limited. Vith ICs in place and

the Green River providing a ready source of potable water, little benefit is to be gained bv

pursuing an active remediation strategy. If it can be ensured that contaminationi will not

milgrate beyond the ICs area, the no remediation compliance strategy vill be protective of

human health and the environment. Monitoring will be conducted to ensure the effectiveness
of the compliance strategy.

7.2.2 Supplemental Standards for the Broins W'ash Alluvium

The proposed compliance strategy for the Browns NN'ash alluvium is no remediation vith

application of supplemental standards. The strategy for Browns Wash alluvium is explained in

Table 7-2.

Ground water in Browns Wash alluvium qualifies for supplemental standards based on limited
yield (less than 150 gallons per day) as demonstrated by observations of ground water

availability in the alluvial aquifer system during recent field investigations (see Section 5 1.2.1)

Currently it appears that the ground wvater levels in Browns Wash alluvium are below the

elevation of the vash itself; therefore, no ground water is discharging to the wash. Hovever, the

surface water monitoring to be perfonned in conjunction xvith ACLs for the Cedar Mountain
Formation would also detect any contaminants from discharge of Browns Vash alluvium, should
water levels become more elevated. Although1 the State of Utahi expressed concern that a

supplemental standards strategy would not address surface water concems, the monitoring
proposed for the Cedar Mountain Formation ACL compliance strategy should sufficiently
address this issue. Therefore, no numerical standards are proposed for the Browvns Wash

alluviLuIIn.

DOEDGrand Juntion Otie 1final Site Obser. ational Work Plan -(rLen Ri%er Utah
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Table 7-2 Compliance Strategy Selection Process for Ground Water in the Browns Wash Alluvium

gBox from Action or Question Result or Decision

Characterize plume and hydrological See conceptual site model presented in Section 5 0 and

1 conditions contaminant screening presented in Section 6 0 of this
document Move to Box 2

Is ground water contamination
present in excess of maximum Manganese, nitrate selenium sodium, sulfate, and

2 presentrain xcess o mackgrund uranium exceed the MCLs or appropriate benchmarks at
concentration limits or background one or more monitoring points Move to Box 4
levels?

Does contaminated ground water Yes Ground water in the Browns Wash alluvium qualifies
4 qualify for supplemental standards for limited use because the aquifer is not capable of a

due to limited use ground water? sustained yieid of 150 gal,ons per day Mcve to Box 5

Yes The quantitv of ground water available would not
Are human health and environmental result in unacceptable exposures Ground water currently

5 risks of applying supplemental does not discharge to the surface so all exposure

pathways are incomplete Move to Box 7

7 No remediation required Apply supplemental standards

7.3 Implementation

ACLs and supplemental standards will be implemelted in conjuLictioni vith Jground vater
monitoringJ and ICs. Ground water moritoring x\ ould be mplemented to ensure that tle
compliance strategy is effective and remains protectixe of humiani health and the environment.
The ICs Would be establisied, if necessary. to prolitbit anyonie troml accessing potentially
containiiated uround water along the flow path troml the forime- processing_ site

7.3.1 Institutional Controls

ICs are needed in situatiois wiere cleanup does not rsuLlt in unlrestricted Use and ulllliited
exposure to ground water at a site Since actixe remediation of ground water at te Green River
site is not arranted for reasons discussed In Se.:tIon 7 I . eftCtlx e ICs mav be nee(ed to
protect hullall healti and tihe enx roniieint Te need for ICs \ ill be dete-ined i n c'ordination
witl state ani local aceicies wio will be responsibie foi Implementing. monitoring Id

enforcing the ICs

DOE owns the disposal site and Nvill maintain controi ox ei this property in perpetuit> The State
of Utah currently ons the remain(der of the forme- processing site and conscqulntly canM
miintain an effectixe IC in this area If the State decides to disposc of the propeitv In tile future.
an appropriate type of IC, such as a deed restriction, will be pLt in place to prex Cllt expoSUIe to
or use of contaminated ground water As requested in the State of Utah opinioni regaiding contiol
of access to containiiated grouid water along the flow path betweei tle site and the (inCCIl
River, DOE x ill identify all landowners ail lolders ot' surface x ater aiid ground \ ater rig_hts
and provide effective Cs. as needed. to prolibit access to and use of contaminated ground water
Figure 3-1 shox s the owners,hip of prope-ty surrounding the site.

7.3.2 Nlonitoring

(iroulid x ater and surface water will be moitored at select locations anintialiv to observe thc
effectix eness of the compliance strategy and eIsuL-e IonF-tel Im protectiol of'hlrall health and
the environment (Filure 7-2) A suimiiary of monitoring requileimleits is preseited in TIable 7-3.

Iml Sna I ObN,r%ationjl \\ ork Plan (,rLen Ri~Lr Ut ili DI) (irand tiriLtioii Oftijt
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Table 7-3. Summary of Monitonng Requirements

After 5 years, DOE will reassess monitoring requiremenits and recommend modifications as
deemed necessary NRC and the State of Utah will be infonired of these recomillelidations.
Based on the current uliderstaldinig of the site, it is anticipated that monitoring requirements may
be satisfactorily completed witilin a 30-year timeframe

7.3.3 Establishnient of ACLs and Compliance Assessment

Monitoring data from POC wells will be compared to ACLs established for the Cedar Mountain
Foriiationi to assess performance of the compliance strategy. Because of the temporal and spatial
variability of contaiiant concentrations, a somexvhat different approach for appication of
ACLs is proposed for the Green River site than has been implemented at other UMTRA Ground

Vater Project sites. It is proposed that ACLs be established and compliance assessed by using
averages of multiple wells rather than a single point.

Table 7-4 presents averages of arsenic, nitrate, sodium, sulfate, and selenium for compliance
wells 0 1 71. 0172, 0173, and 0813 over the last 5 years. Uraniuii averages also include well 0 1 79
and are only computed for years in wvlich data from that well are available. It can be seen that
despite the variation between xvells and fluctuations over time, average concentrations tend to be
somewhat stable By establishing ACLs and evaluating compliance using average values, it is
more likely that exceedences of ACLs actually do represent real degradation of tie aquifer. It is
less likely that minor perturbations would prompt some sort of action. Because it appears that
contamination is attenuated rapidly as ground water moves axvay from the cell, ACLs slightly
higher thani average concentrations obtained over the last several years would likely be protective
outside the IC boulidary. Additionally, downgradient well 0182 serves as an early warning for
contaminanit migration. Increases in COPCs in this well, even if they remain below ACLs in
POC wells, may be an indication that the situation requires reevaluation and possible corrective
action. This overall compliance strategy suits the site-specific needs of the Green River site and

I inal Site ()bser.tion.Il Votk Pn -- (,rcci Rixer Ut.ah
r.,g 7 
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Location Monitoring Purpose Analytes Frequency
Ground Water

0171. 0173. Point of compliance wells for the disposal cell, As, Na, NO3. Se, Annual for 5 years,
0181. 0813 ensure ACLs are not exceeded S0 4, U reevaluate monitong trequirements at that time 1

Annual for 5 years,
0179 Point of compliance well for uranium u reevaluate monitoring

requirements at that time
Point of exposure well for Cedar Mountain Annual for 5 years,

0182 Formation; ensure concentrations remain As, Na, NO3, Se, reevaluate monitoring
below MCLs or RBCs Well completed in first S04, U requirements at that time
significant water-bearing unit

0194 Leading edge of Browns Wash alluvium Mn, Na,NO3 , Se. reevalate monitoing 
plume SO4 , u requirements at that time

Surface Water
Annual for 5 years,

Critical surface water habitat- ensure no reevaluate monitoring
C8604 erical surf water huabitat; eure o As, Mn, Na, requirements at that time

0846.0847 degradation of water quality due to ground N0 3,Se,S0 4 , U Monitoring will occur
water________ ___________discharge_____________ _____________ bduang time of year when

I I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~habitat s most citical-
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should be adequately protective of human health and the environment. Numerical values
proposed as ACLs are also included in Table 7-4.

Table 7-4. Average Concentrations of COPCs in Compihance Wells (all in mg/L)

9/98 9199 9100 9101 3102 Proposed
________ ~ACL

As 0 037 0 048 0 041 0.040 0 033 0.075

NO3 538 488 314 599 512 650

Na 2,125 1,960 2,175 2,302 2,147 2,500

S04 4,795 4,625 4,942 5,727 5,235 6,000

Se 0 097 0 106 0.074 0126 0115 0.18

12/97 6101 12/01 7/02

U 0 037 0 050 0.053 0 057 0 075

Wells to be averaged for compliance with arsenic, nitrate, sodium, sulfate, and selenium ACLs
are 0171, 0173, 0181, and 0813. Those same wells along with 0179 should be averaged for
comparison to the uranium ACL.

7.4 Subpart A Compliance

The Green River site also contains the disposal cell, which is regulated under Subpart A of
40 CFR 192. The long-term surveillance activities and ground water monitoring program for the
disposal site are presented in the LTSP, which is the regulatory document required by NRC when
the disposal site was licensed (DOE 1998b).

DOE is currently monitoring ground water in four POC wells (0171, 0172, 0173, and 0813) in
the uppermost aquifer in the Cedar Mountain Formation (middle sandstone unit) downgradient
from the disposal cell. Ground water samples are collected on a quarterly basis and analyzed for
nitrate, uranium, and sulfate. Proposed concentrations limits were established and are presented
in Table 5.1 of the LTSP (DOE 1998b). At the end of 3 years (2001) sampling results were
evaluated and a report submitted to NRC and the State of Utah (DOE 2001). The conclusion
reached was that concentrations were currently within a reasonable range of compliance relative
to MCLs and proposed concentration limits, and the preexisting levels of nitrate, uranium, and
sulfate in ground water beneath and downgradient from the disposal cell. At that time, the
investigation for Subpart B compliance (subject of this report) was in the planning stages, and it
was proposed that monitoring of the four POC wells continue on a quarterly basis until the
current investigation is complete and the site-wide compliance strategy and monitoring program
are revised and approved. It was also stated that insufficient data were available to confirm or
deny the "harvest water leaching hypothesis" proposed in the LTSP and Modification No. 2 to
the RAP (DOE 1998b and 1998a).

Specifically, the harvest water leaching hypothesis was proposed as one of three possible
explanations for elevated concentrations of nitrate in ground water in several POC wells
downgradient from the disposal cell; the other two being transient drainage from the disposal cell
or sources unrelated to uranium processing activities. The harvest water leaching hypothesis was
explained as follows: (I) high concentrations of nitrate may be present in the vadose zone
beneath and downgradient from the disposal cell; (2) water from precipitation running off the

DOE/Grand Junction Office Final Site Observational Vork Plan-Green River, Utah
September 2002 Page 7-9
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disposal cell cover collects in the toe drain along the northwest side of the cell; md (3) this water
will then ifiltrate into the vadose zone, mobilizing nitrate, which then migrates to the water
table and into the ground water (DOE 1998b).

Based on results of this investigation it does not appear that the harvest water leaching
hypothesis is valid because: () there is very little precipitation in the area to facilitate this
activity-precipitation data from am onsite rain gage indicate 3.05 inches during the past year,
with no obvious correlation with groumd water elevations measured by dataloggers (Figure 7 3);
(2) levels of nitrate, particularly in monitor well 0172 appear to be amomalous (as discussed in
Section 5.3.4.2 and in the 3-year evaluation report [DOE 2001]); amd (3) there may be a
component of tramsient drainage contributing some contamination to groumd water in the
uppermost aquifer since the bottom of the disposal cell is approximately 35 ft below grade and
blasting during construction may have resulted in enhanced fracturing amd subsequent pathway
fomation.

40"
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Figure 7-3. Ground Water Elevations and Daily Precipitation at the Green River Site

The summary for the no remediation compliamce strategy with the application of ACLs for the
Cedar Mountain Formation in Section 7.2.1 provides justification for the possible occurrence of
contamination in ground water in the uppermost aquifer in this area and why the proposed
compliance strategy and implementation thereof (including ongoing monitoring) is reasonable
md protective of humam health and the environment. This supports the objective of establishing
a comprehensive site-wide compliamce strategy for both Subparts A and B. This concept will
also be presented in the GCAP, which is the NRC concurrence document for Subpart B. When
NRC amd the State of Utah concur with the proposed compliamce strategy, DOE will modify the
LTSP to reflect the new comprehensive compliance strategy and monitoring program, and will
then implement the long-term stewardship program.

Final Site Observtional Work Plan-Gren Riv, Uth
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Appendix A

Summary of Monitor Well Information



MONITOR WELL REPORT (USEE300) FOR SITE GRN01, GREEN RIVER

REPORT DATE 9/24/2002 9 03 am

NORTH EAST BORE BORE TOP OF
COORD COORD GROUND HOLE HOLE CASING CASiNG CASING SCREEN SCREEN ZONE DECOM-

LOCATION (FT STATE- (FT STATE- ELEV DEPTH DIA ELEV. LENGTH DIAMETER DEPTH LENGTH FLOW OF MISSION
CODE PLANE) PLANE) (FT NGVD) (FT BLS) (INCHES) (FT NGVD) (FT) (INCHES) (FT BLS) (FT) CODE COMPL DATE

0171 237922 42 2387199 50 4138 30 88 00 79 4140.10 89 80 40 76 00 10 00 D CM

0172 238061 51 2387346.57 413870 9600 7.9 4140 53 ,9783 40 84 00 10 00 D CM

0173 238203.72 2387483 41 4139 40 104 00 79 4141 23 10583 40 92 00 10 00 D CM

0174 238155 67 2387576 77 4140 50 85 00 79 4142.12 86 62 40 73 00 10 00 D CM

0175 238018 89 2387722 87 4140 30 90 00 79 4142 86 92 56 40 78 00 1000 D CM

0176 237870 77 2387871.15 4141 40 84 00 7.9 4143 40 86 00 40 72 00 1000 D CM

0177 23736810 238743610 414500 11500 7.9 4147.62 11762 40 103.00 1000 C CL

0178 23725977 238762748 415340 11000 7.9 415677 11337 40 9800 1000 C CL

0179 23754130 2387895 92 415870 90 00 79 4161.39 92 69 40 78 00 10 00 C CM

0180 23780990 2388277.74 415620 9000 7.9 415911 9291 40 7800 1000 C CM

0181 23807543 238735916 413890 9600 80 4141.10 9420 40 7700 15.00 D CM

0182 238388 52 2386337 03 4099.80 162 00 80 4101.52 151 72 40 140 00 10 00 D CB

0183 238494 88 2388316 67 4097.90 170 00 8.0 4100 60 88 70 4.0 76 00 1000 C CM

0184 237094 00 2388555 47 4189 80 187 00 80 4192 98 187.18 40 169 00 15 00 C CB

0185 237342 13 2386693 70 4133 00 144 00 80 4135 46 14346 40 131 00 1000 U CB

0186 239649 79 2388829 31 4086 00 1500 80 4088 40 1340 40 6 00 500 U AL

0188 238955.39 238734453 407270 1250 80 407511 1491 40 750 500 0 AL

0189 239061 15 238672624 407380 2000 80 407596 12116 40 14 00 500 0 AL

0190 239146 28 2387763 87 4076 60 14 00 80 4079 00 16 40 40 9 00 5 00 C AL

0191 239349 01 2386844 67 4073 60 20 00 80 4075.91 19 31 40 12.00 5 00 C AL

-- 0193 23933819 --238593450 '-- 4067.30- -1500-- 80 -- 406973'- 1743 4.0---- 1000 - - 500- D AL--

-0194 23885109 2385932.37 406540 . 17.50 80 4067.76 , 1986 40, ,, 1250 ,500 D AL

0561 23823461 238650687 410870 15000 79: 4111 20 14600 '20 -10850 3000 C CL 10/20/1988

0562 237969 62- 2387489 16 4143 60 150 00 . 7.9 . 4147.70 131.10 20 . 82 00 4300 U CM 10/24/1988

0563. .. 239131.47 2388492 83 4079 70 16 00 20 4081.10 16 00 20 8 60 5 00 U AL 10/24/1988
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MONITOR WELL REPORT (USEE300) FOR SITE GRN01, GREEN RIVER
REPORT DATE 9/24/2002 9 03 am

NORTH EAST BORE BORE TOP OF
COORD COORD GROUND HOLE HOLE CASING CASING CASING SCREEN SCREEN ZONE DECOM-

LOCATION (FT STATE- (FT STATE- ELEV. DEPTH DIA ELEV. LENGTH DIAMETER DEPTH LENGTH FLOW OF MISSION
CODE PLANE) PLANE) (FT NGVD) (FT BLS) (INCHES) (FT NGVD) (FT) (INCHES) (FT BLS) (FT) CODE COMPL DATE

0564 239312.65 2386591 53 4064 60 11 00 20 406810 11.00 20 1 50 5 00 D AL 10/31/1988

0581 238834 86 2387418 48 4083 30 85.00 9 5 4084 60 86 30 4.0 63 00 20 00 0 CU 10/26/1988

0582 23883030 2385911.82 406570 17000 90 406700 16980 40 14650 20.00 C CB

0583 238865 87 2385913 20 4065.60 50 00 5 8 4067.02 51.42 2 0 28 00 20 00 D CU

0584 239046.93 2386726 17 4073 80 50.00 5 8 4075 34 51 54 2.0 28 00 20 00 D CU

0585 239328 59 2385916 67 4067 50 50 00 5 9 4068 53 51 03 2 0 38 00 10.00 D CU

0586 237556.77 238738544 414240 170.00 79 414340 167.50 4.0 14450 2000 U CB 10/25/1988

0587 237554 43 2388010 25 4167 90 190 00 79 4169 40 186 50 40 163 00 20 00 C CB 10/19/1988

0588 237843 57 2386257 84 4112 20 145 00 79 4113 92 146.72 40 123 00 20 00 U CB

0701 238715 62 2387413 30 4087 00 57 00 5.1 4087 90 57 90 40 29 00 1 00 0 AL 10/25/1988

0702 238735 98 2387779 48 4081.80 43 00 80 4082 60 24 80 40 1500 8 00 0 AL 10/26/1988

0703 238737.80 2387786 10 4081 60 28 00 80 4082 60 29 00 40 22 00 6 00 0 CU 10/24/1988

0704 238940 95 2387427 89 4080 70 23 00 8.0 4082 10 24 40 4.0 15 00 8 00 0 AL 10/25/1988

0705 239028 06 2387153 65 4076 10 20 00 80 4078 30 22 20 40 14.00 6 00 0 AL 10/26/1988

0706 239170 50 2386868 89 4069 80 34 00 80 4070 90 1510 40 8 00 6.00 0 AL 10/25/1988

0707 23911952 238871362 408180 37.00 80 408303 1623 40 900 600 U AL

0708 23898651 238770608 4073.10 1100 80 4074.70 1260 40 700 4.00 C AL 10/31/1988

0806 239207.71 2388735 11 4082 10 68 00 79 4084 01 68 71 4.0 55 20 10 00 U CU

0807 237543 24 2387138 35 4139 14 102 25 79 4141.03 10169 40 7800 20 00 U CM 07/06/1990

0808 23869761 238781771 408227 2500 79 408441 27.14 40 1300 1000 0 CU 10/26/1988

0809 238760 90 2387003 83 4080 30 71.00 79 4083 03 72 33 40 47 80 20 00 D CU 10/26/1988

0810 238409 04 2386349.88 4099 00 80.00 7.9 4101 08 82 08 4.0 5800 20 00 D CU

0811 23918622 238879092 408280 7930 79 408504 8154 40 62.50 1500 U CU

0812 23811985- 238782685 414275 6000 79 414526 - -61 51- 40 4630 1000 U CU 07/06/1990

0813 238010 09 2387146 38 4134.50 99 50 79 4136 36 101 36 40 77 70 20 00 D CM
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MONITOR WELL REPORT (USEE300) FOR SITE GRN01, GREEN RIVER

REPORT DATE 9/24/2002 9 03 am

NORTH EAST BORE BORE TOP OF
COORD COORD. GROUND HOLE HOLE CASING CASING CASING SCREEN SCREEN ZONE DECOM-

LOCATION (FT STATE- (FT STATE- ELEV DEPTH DIA. ELEV LENGTH DIAMETER DEPTH LENGTH FLOW OF MISSION
CODE PLANE) PLANE) (FT NGVD) (FT BLS) (INCHES) (FT NGVD) (FT) (INCHES) (FT BLS) (FT) CODE COMPL DATE

0814 237756.50 2387884 75 4143 03 60 00 79 4145 27 62.24 40 48 00 10 00 U CM 10/19/1988

0815 23913211 238671480 4071.53 10000 79 407355 10202 40 8800 1000 D CM 07/06/1990

0816 237776 17 2387476 26 4141 26 82 30 7.9 4143 91 62 35 40 47 70 10 00 U CU 10/24/1988

0817 239161 51 2388838 50 4083 20 157 00 79 4085 31 133 91 40 100 00 30 00 C CM

0818 237526 68 2387659 08 4150 58 187 00 7.9 4152 47 188 89 40 165 00 0 00 U CB 07/07/1990

0819 238976 65 2386718 08 4072 70 177 00 79 4074 88 169 98 40 146 00 20 00 D CL 10/20/1988

0821 239087 14 2386405 22 4065 32 7 00 20 4068 17 7 00 2.0 -0 85 5 00 D AL 10/31/1988

0822 237750 68 2387475 15 4140 64 35 00 79 4143 46 37.12 40 12 50 20 00 U CU 10/24/1988

0823 237798.72 2386923 20 4132 86 30 00 78 4135 48 31 92 40 17.50 10 00 U CU 07/06/1990

RECORDS SELECTED FROM USEE300 WHERE site code='GRNO1 AND location_code
in('01 71','01 72','01 73','0174','0175','01 76','01 77','0178','0179','0180','0181','0182','0183','0184','0185','0186','188','1 89''01 90''191l','0193','0194','0561 ','0562','0563','0564','0581 ','0
582','0583','0584','0585','0586','0587','0588','0701''0702','0703',0704''0705','0706','0707','0708','0806','0807''0808','0809','0810','0811 ''0812','0813','0814','0815','0816','0817','0818'
,0819'.'0821','0822','0823')

FLOW CODES C CROSS GRADIENT D DOWN GRADIENT 0 ON-SITE U UPGRADIENT

ZONES OF COMPLETION
AL ALLUVIUM CB CEDAR MOUNTAIN BASAL SANDSTONE MEMBE CL LEAN CLAYS, SANDY CLAYS, OR GRAVELLY CL
CM MIDDLE SANDSTONE UNIT CU CUTLER FORMATION
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Appendix B

Monitor Well Lithologic and Completion Logs

Included in CD-ROM format



Appendix C

Static Ground Water Levels

Included in CD-ROM format



Appendix D

Ground Water Analytical Results

Included in CD-ROM format



Appendix E

Surface Water Analytical Results

Included in CD-ROM format


